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INTRODUCTION

The beverage market is relatively buoyant and its long-term future likely remains bright even if the Covid-19 pandemic disrupts 
certain segments. In high growth markets, demand is being driven by rising disposable incomes, whereas mature markets see 
consumers thirsty for variety in their drinks, both in terms of flavors and formats. Growth offers opportunities for manufacturers but 
comes with printing challenges.

The industrial environment has a variety of containers to code across many stock keeping units (SKUs), often with high speed lines, 
along with an ever tightening regulatory and compliance framework which demands traceability and fiscal marking.

Against this backdrop, manufacturers are keen to maximize productivity and profitability through a reduction in rework and better 
use of resources, including greater line integration and even fully automated ‘dark factories’. 

From a top-line growth perspective, they seek to allow late stage customization and promotional coding as well as to protect 
themselves from counterfeiting and product diversion.

With customers as diverse as small craft brewers to the world’s largest soft drinks manufacturers, Markem-Imaje draws upon decades 
of experience to provide companies the insights they need to successfully and cost-effectively navigate the above challenges, with 
minimum risk.

By consolidating into one document the answers to the industry’s most pressing coding concerns, this white paper should make life 
easier for beverage company and OEM executives, regardless of the issue they are trying to address.
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Chapter 1  Market overview Chapter 1 

Market overview  The beverage market is quite large. Indeed, all elements of the global market for 
packaged beverages have been consistently growing over the years, with water being 
the most important driver. While the Covid-19 pandemic may dampen growth and/or 
shift the product mix shown below, long-term prospects for the sector overall continue 
to look favorable.

 

 

High growth markets, particularly Asia Pacific, Africa and the Middle East, are expected 
to drive the beverage market through 2022.1 

While coffee dominates the hot drinks sector, tea is expected to be the fastest growing 
area through 2025, despite the belief that maximum tea consumption has been 
reached in India, China and Pakistan.2 Alcoholic drinks see spirits spearheading the 
growth, particularly English gin, tequila and whiskies.3  

Global consumption of packaged beverages in 2019 (billion litres)

Water 465.4 (33.7%)

New drinks** 74.5 (5.5%)

Milk and dairy drinks
260.4 (18.8%)

Carbonated soft drinks 
(CSDs) 224.4 (16.2%)

Fruit and vegetable juices 85.9 (6.2%)

Average annual growth of beverage 
types 2019-2022

0.9%

1.3%

2.1%

2.9%

3.4%

0.1%Alcoholic beverages* 271.5 (19.6%)

2019: 1,383.0 billion litres (e) *Beer, wine, and spirits
** Energy drinks, sports drinks, and ready-to-drink tea and coffee

Source: Krones 2019 Annual Report citing Global Data1

Global consumption of packaged beverages: annual growth forecast in percent 2019-2022
Worldwide: 2.1%

+1.3%
+0.4%

+4.2%

+1.5% +2.9%

+3.2%

Western 
Europe

Central Europe

Sources: Krones 2019 Annual Report citing Global Data1

Africa/Middle East

Asia-Pacific

+0.5%

+0.1%

South America

North America/
Central America

Russia/CIS/
Eastern Europe

China
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1.1 Key market trends increasing packaging and coding 
complexity

Five trends, many of which reinforce each other, are causing manufacturers to alter 
packaging materials and sizes offered. Coding choices will need to evolve accordingly, 
and companies will need to ensure their data management can handle the increased 
volume of information involved. 

1.1.1 Consumer demand for many product variants

There has been significant growth across many categories, including simple products 
like water, or more sophisticated and functional beverages such as sports or energy 
drinks which do not just replace carbohydrates but also include nutrients like minerals 
and protein.4 See boxed item for examples of fiber innovations.

Health is a major driving factor. According to a 2016 McKinsey report, nearly a third 
of European consumers said they would pay more for products with extra health 
and wellness benefits.5 61% of US adults expressed a similar view in a 2019 EcoFocus 
Survey.24 Health concerns about artificial ingredients are a key consideration worldwide; 
according to Ingredient Communications, 71% of consumers across Europe, North 
America and Asia Pacific say they will pay more for food and drink made with 
ingredients they know and trust.6

Sugar reduction is the consumer’s top health priority in soft drinks7 and a top target 
for many governments. In 2016, the World Health Organization urged countries to 
apply a tax of 20% on all sugary drinks to encourage a similar percentage reduction in 
consumption.8 As of 2018, over 35 national governments, states and cities now have 
sugar taxes – 20 new since 2015.9 According to Euromonitor, the implementation of 
sugar taxes in Southeast Asia and the Gulf states had a significant negative effect on 
2018 sales. Suppliers in Saudi Arabia and the UAE needed to reformulate and adjust 
pricing in order to address double-digit volume declines.10

This interest in better-for-you beverages carries over into all segments such as low 
alcohol options and healthy teas. In fact, of the total US RTD (ready-to-drink) market in 
2018, 14% was classified as “Other RTD”, and this is forecast to rise to 45% by 2023;  
alcoholic sparkling waters (“hard seltzers”) account for nearly all of this segment.11 
Euromonitor even cites the “rise of the sober-curious and alcohol-plus” as one of the 5 
major trends shaping the alcoholic drinks sector, with functional claims and attributes 
being key.3

To address this demand for more wholesome beverages manufacturers are changing 
recipes as well as introducing smaller pack sizes.12 In Coca-Cola’s 2017 CAGNY 
presentation, for example, the need to take “more and bolder” action to reduce 
its sugar footprint was listed as a key part of accelerating its consumer-centric 
brand portfolio.13 Sugar reduction and small packs figured prominently then, and 
remain important priorities.13, 14 PepsiCo has similar objectives and, in 2019, its CEO 
even highlighted a “fundamental change” in North America, with consumers there 
demanding smaller units in the soda category.15

Source: Soft Drinks Global Market Overview: Key Trends in 201728

Source: Global Consumer Trends Survey 2016 as 
reported in Euromonitor’s Soft Drinks Global Market 
Overview: Key Trends in 201728

Coca-Cola Plus®

Launched in 2017 and, 
designated as a “Food of 
Specific Health Use” (F.O.S.H.U) 
by the Japanese government, it 
provides 5 grams of indigestible 
dextrin per 470ml bottle. It 
is claimed that drinking one 
Coca-Cola Plus per day with 
food will help suppress fat 
absorption and help moderate 
the levels of triglycerides in the 
blood after eating.16

Hellowater®

The range features 5 grams 
of fiber and says it helps with 
appetite control, healthy 
digestion and lowering 
cholesterol. Its first fiber-
induced beverage was also 
launched in 2017.17

Activia® Probiotic Dailies 
& Prebiotic Fiber

In 2018, Dannon® added 
Activia Probiotic Dailies to its 
lowfat yogurt drink portfolio, 
making it more convenient 
for consumers to get their 
probiotics on the go.18 The 
following year it was fortified 
with prebiotic fibers, suggesting 
that twice daily consumption 
for 2 weeks might help reduce 
minor digestive discomfort.19

Note: Data extracted from Euromonitor International’s packaging system
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© Euromonitor International PASSPORT   1SOFT DRINKS: GLOBAL OVERVIEW – KEY TRENDS IN 2017

§ Calorie and sugar reduction is a major and 
growing priority for consumers, while avoidance of 
artificial ingredients and a desire for “natural” food 
and beverage products is also near the top of 
desired consumer attributes.

§ Water is the biggest winner as tastes and habits 
evolve. In 2016, bottled water reached 50% of 
global per capita soft drinks consumption - up from 
just 36% in 2002. By 2021, bottled water is 
expected to account for 55% of per capita volume 
consumption of packaged soft drinks. 

Health and wellness is consumers’ top priority across markets
GLOBAL TO LOCAL: KEY TRENDS

Healthier 
Beverages

Artificial 
Sweeteners

Portion 
Control

Less Sweet 
(ie Water)

2016
Overall 
Rank

Desired Food and 
Beverage Attributes

2016
%

2015
%

2013
%

1 All natural 47 44 44

2 No artificial ingredients 45 40 36

3 Non-GMO 45 36 -

4 Limited/no added sugar 44 41 42

5 No trans fat or 
hydrogenated oils 44 37 27

6 No artificial sweeteners 44 35 -

7 Limited/no added fat 39 37 41

8 Added vitamins or fibre 37 34 42

9 Reduced/low calorie 37 36 31

10 Limited/no added salt 37 36 20

Source: Global Consumer Trends Survey 2016
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Other factors are also contributing to the rise in product variants. The dominant market position of the top five soft drink 
manufacturers has been challenged in recent years by a rise in regional and independent alternatives across flat and high growth 
markets, which is putting pressure on large multinationals to adapt their portfolios accordingly.7 Local, more niche and premium 
alcoholic and hot drink brands, such as craft brewers and specialist coffee providers, are providing a similar challenge to large, 
established players within these segments.3, 20

Additionally, longer shelf lives are becoming more important which means packaging choices may need to adapt to accommodate 
this longevity.12

Implications

The explosion of product variants – both among major and minor players – has significant implications for packaging and in turn, the 
type of coding required.

The packaging and coding chosen will be influenced not only by the contents within, but also by the image that brands wish to 
display and the price point to be delivered. For example, glass is likely to remain the packaging of choice for beverages wanting to 
communicate a premium feel, such as spirits and craft beer. In terms of coding, lasers provide more premium-looking marks versus 
continuous inkjet. However, when targeting more value-conscious consumers, returnable glass or plastic bottles with inkjet codes 
might be better alternatives. 

More rural consumers are likely to favor large pack sizes over their more affluent, urban counterparts.

1.1.2 Sustainability concerns, particularly among millennials

Ethical/green/sustainable living is a key megatrend shaping global beverage segments, 
with environmentally-friendly practices becoming differentiating elements for 
consumers.21-23

Millennials are a key demographic. Not only do they represent a large group of 
consumers but their intense social media activity can drive brand perceptions. 
Compared with earlier generations they are more concerned about how products are 
manufactured and packaged, as well as the distance traveled to reach them.12 

64% of millennials, compared with 53% of overall grocery shoppers and 38% of 
boomers, say it is worth paying more for eco-friendly products.24 Overall they also 
feel positive towards companies using packaging that is recyclable (71%) or made 
with recyclable materials (68%) / renewable resources (67%), with feelings stronger 
in millennials.24 78% of millennials also say they are influenced by corporate efforts 
around reducing pollution and waste.24

Implications

Companies are responding by adapting manufacturing practices in a variety of ways, 
such as using inks or coding technologies which produce fewer emissions and whose 
equipment and consumables are easier to recycle. In some areas it is also leading to 
growth or sustained usage in returnable glass bottles and refillable PET. 

Many are shifting to lighter weight packaging (e.g. PET bottle necks, pouches, bodies 
and screw enclosures) which consume fewer resources to create than their heavier 
counterparts and are less resource intensive when shipped. In fact, the Glass Packaging 
Institute in North America has said that today’s glass containers are around 40% lighter 
than those made in the 1980s.25 This industry trend to reduce product weights not 
only yields environmental benefits but also improves companies’ cost of goods sold. It 
also influences the coding options available.

Concentrated formulas in smaller pack sizes are another route manufacturers are 
pursuing to address sustainability. 

For a more detailed analysis on how coding can be more sustainable, please read 
Markem-Imaje’s sustainability white paper.26

Canned sparkling water 
format as a way to 
indicate sustainability in 
North America 25

In 2016 Coca-Cola and PepsiCo 
began offering their Dasani® 
and Aquafina® sparkling water 
drinks in 340ml cans as way of 
reaching consumers seeking 
more sustainable drinks.  
According to the US Can Makers 
Institute, the beverage can is a 
familiar format and is the most 
commonly recycled pack type. 
Indeed, it is one of the fastest 
growing segments in the soft 
drinks sector.

In 2020, Coca-Cola Sweden is transitioning to 
making 100% of its bottles from recycled materials  
(up from 40%).30

https://hk.markem-imaje.com/file.cfm//Sustainability-White-Paper-HQ-Sept-2018-Markem-Imaje.pdf?contentID=7725
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1.1.3 Changing purchasing patterns 

Historically, beverages have been difficult and heavy to ship, making this sector slower to grow online than other parts of the grocery 
market.28 However, across all drinks categories more purchases are shifting online and away from traditional stores.7, 21,22 While this 
is primarily in mature markets, there is evidence of food and drink internet retailing’s rising popularity in some high growth markets, 
most notably in India.22 

In high growth markets, small grocery retailers and food/drink/tobacco specialists play a significant role. They also facilitate the use of 
returnable glass bottles. However, it is worth noting that in Mexico these smaller footprint stores are losing share to larger stores and 
chains for some categories such as soft drinks.29

Implications

To make beverages more suitable for online shopping, manufacturers are shifting their packaging mix. Plastic is lighter than glass and 
makes product handling across the supply chain safer. Metal cans are favored over glass for similar reasons. As packaging changes, so 
do the coding options.

High growth market preferences for small stores and willingness to accept returnable glass means smaller packaging and use of glass 
is prevalent. Coding on small areas and/or providing codes which last through consumption, but come off easily upon return, present 
their own challenges.

1.1.4 Demands of high growth markets, particularly China

Asia Pacific, led by China, represents the largest soft drinks region and provides the best growth prospects for off-trade growth over 
the long term in terms of volume and value. This is consistent with the fact that at least 6 of the top 20 fastest growing soft drinks 
companies from 2012 to 2017 operate exclusively or primarily in China.7

Market growth for alcoholic drinks is likewise expected to be somewhat larger in Asia Pacific, again driven predominantly by China.3 In 
beer specifically, however, Euromonitor expects the Middle East and Africa to be the fastest growing regional market between 2018-
2023, with a compound annual growth rate expected of 4%.11

A similar trend holds true for hot drinks, although here both Brazil and China are key drivers. Indeed, between 2016 and 2021,  
73% of the value increase in global hot drinks is expected to come from high growth markets: Asia, Latin America, the Middle East 
and Africa.22

High growth market urbanization is also leading to growth in smaller pack sizes since urban families tend to be smaller than those 
in rural areas. For example, in Latin America by 2015 80% of people already lived in urban areas. And, while in 2000 the average 
household size was 4.1 people, by 2015 it had fallen to 3.6.29

However, where there is considerable 
uncertainty –such as in high inflation 
scenarios like Venezuela– or where 
incomes are particularly strained, large 
pack sizes remain popular as a way of 
making household finances go further.29

The impact of these divergent trends 
is illustrated in the Latin American 
carbonate market where there has been 
good growth at each extreme: 101 -300 
ml and 2,001-4,999 ml as shown in the 
figure to the side. It is worth noting that 
significant differences between each 
individual country exist.29

Implications

Different sizes lend themselves to 
particular packaging materials (e.g., glass 
is less likely in larger formats) and varying 
surface areas upon which to code,  

Packaging Units in Latin American Carbonates by Pack Size 2010-2015
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some of which may be easier to mark than others. Additionally, managing many sizes introduces operational and data  
management challenges.

1.1.5 Rising importance of digitalization and traceability

Digitalization is reshaping many sectors, including beverages. With better insight into revenue and cost trends, companies are poised 
to improve a range of areas such as sales, supply-chain planning and manufacturing.5 Real-time information on consumer demand 
and production output can increase profitability by minimizing out-of-stocks and downtime. Accurate, timely information means that 
issues can be proactively addressed before they become a problem. 

In a McKinsey survey conducted with Nielsen, of 43 country organizations across 18 consumer packaged goods companies, only a 
handful had above-average growth and outperformed peers on various financial metrics. These ‘winners’ invested more in big data 
and analytics. They were also twice as likely to collaborate with retailers on optimizing product mixes, with half creating tailored pack 
sizes, as opposed to only 8% of non-winners. This carried through to online activities as again half of the winners created assortments 
specifically for e-commerce, as opposed to only 20% of non-winners.5 

In addition to enhancing internal metrics, digitalization helps improve traceability, something which is now more important than ever. 
In an internet world where scandals can quickly go viral, consumers and governments expect manufacturers to quickly and accurately 
track their products throughout the supply chain.31

Implications

The more products and sizes, the more codes are needed. Automated coding, with information management systems providing 
real-time data reporting, are becoming increasingly vital to minimize human error and cut costs, while improving changeovers and 
operations management. Such systems ensure products leave the factory cost-effectively and with accurate codes, facilitating full 
and rapid traceability. 
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A challenging 
industrial 
environment

As explained in the previous section, the beverage market is highly complex with 
considerable regional differences and a range of trends buffeting the sector. 
Manufacturers face many challenges including the range of surfaces to be coded, the 
number of stock keeping units (SKUs), high line speeds and specific issues related to  
returnable glass and can coding with lasers.

2.1 Container variety

The industry uses many packaging materials including metal cans, PET, pouches 
(particularly for ‘on-the-go’ consumption and for coffee) as well as single use and 
refillable glass bottles – all coming in varying shapes, sizes and colors. There can often 
be multiple variants within a single production facility and/or across different plants 
around the world in the case of diversified beverage manufacturers.

PET is the fastest growing packaging material due to its light weight and cost 
efficiency. However, for some beverages, packaging formats are unlikely to shift 
to PET. Beers are likely to remain in cans or glass bottles. Similarly, other alcoholic 
beverages will probably continue to be in glass bottles, and, to a lesser extent, cans for 
mixed drinks/alcopops. This is due to manufacturer perceptions about the effect of 
packaging on product taste, and its effect on consumer brand perceptions. 

Differences in format choice can also be observed between metropolitan and rural 
areas with the latter being more price sensitive and willing to overlook the lack of 
premium packaging. Some regions of the world also prefer certain formats over others 
(see page 8). 

The plethora of formats across three packaging levels means the industry must use 
a range of printing methods. The specific coding method used depends on cost 
versus performance tradeoffs, taking into consideration factors such as line speed, the 
surface to be coded and the type of code to be printed. Please see Appendix 1 for a 
definition of the various coding technologies available.

2.1.1 Primary packaging: consumer units

At the consumer unit level (such as cans and bottles) continuous inkjet (CIJ) and laser 
coding are the main methods used. However, there is a shift away from CIJ towards 
laser, where production and product conditions permit, for two main reasons. Firstly, 
although the laser is more expensive to acquire, it helps reduce operating expenses by 
eliminating ink and continuous maintenance. Secondly, laser code quality tends to be 
better and its permanency aids in anti-diversion and anti-counterfeiting efforts. Indeed, 
this has led to laser’s considerably large coding market share in high growth markets 
such as China where there are often concerns about whether a product is genuine. See 
page 39 for more information on anti-diversion and anti-counterfeiting options.

Global beverage market by packaging material in 2019 (based on units filled)

Other 15.5%

Cans 19.0%

Glass 24.0%

Glass CansCartons Other PET

PET 31.2%

Cartons 10.4% Average annual growth of packaging 
types 2019 - 2022

3.1%
2.4%

3.2%
3.5%

1.0%

Source: Krones 2019 Annual Report citing Global Data1
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Technologies by material being coded

Packaging surface Typical coding technologies*

PET Predominantly inkjet (CIJ) and laser, with a trend towards laser 
due to long-term cost saving potential and code permanence. 

Cans Mostly CIJ. However, laser is becoming more prevalent on high-
volume lines as fiber-based technologies have evolved to cope 
better with the speed challenges.

Glass When coding directly on the surface: mostly CIJ over laser, unless 
dealing with slow lines or returnable bottles.

When printing first onto a label which is then applied on a bottle: 
both CIJ and laser are common.

Flexible film or labels  
(e.g. on-the-go pouches)

If pre-formed, CIJ tends to be used. If coding from the web, 
either CIJ, TTO or laser. 

See also Markem-Imaje white paper “Selecting the right coding 
technology for flexible film” for more information.39

Tetra Pak CIJ is typically preferred as lasers carry an element of risk in 
piercing or perforating the material.

Combination 
e.g., metal/plastic top 
with glass bottom

Depends on what the packaging combination is. The principles 
described above apply.

Cardboard boxes Print and apply (P&A) or drop-on-demand (DOD piezo) are the 
most common, depending on the content being coded. A 
shipping label is more likely to be P&A whereas a best-before-date 
on a premium beer case might be DOD piezo or laser. Valvejet 
can be used if only printing alphanumeric characters and logos 
(no barcodes). TIJ is an option for white cases.

Shrink wrap P&A mostly. Some DOD piezo, particularly with a cardboard 
backing as the text will be readable through the film given the 
contrast provided by the backing. TIJ can also be used on a tray 
with overwrap. Valvejet can be on used shrink wrap or trays with 
overwrap, provided no barcodes are needed. 

Pallet  
(wrapped or not)

Print and apply only.

*While most technologies are primarily dedicated to product or case coding, thermal inkjet (TIJ) spans both. But, due to print height limitations, it is difficult to duplicate 
the quality of other options, so in this table we highlight TIJ use where this is less of an issue. Also, for a definition of each coding technology, please see Appendix 1.

https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/how-to-code-flexible-film-efficiently
https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/how-to-code-flexible-film-efficiently
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There is also a growing prevalence of combination coding such as 
laser on a metal cap and CIJ on a glass bottom. Coding both bottle 
bodies and bottle caps aids traceability by providing two data 
points to check. It also helps manufacturers prove the authenticity 
of their products. (See also page 39). 

Another motive is to be certain there is at least one complete 
code on each item to avoid being fined. This can be done with the 
combination coding described above or printing the two codes on 
the same part of the item e.g., twice on the bottle body. Required 
coding content (line, site, etc.) and penalties vary by country. In 
Italy and China, there are significant legal implications and fines 
levied upon the manufacturer if an uncoded item is found in retail.

New coding surfaces such as plastic wrap-around labels and 
pressure sensitive labels (PSL) are increasingly being used, 
particularly over the last 18 months. This marketing-driven trend 
aids recycling by making the bottles reusable. As only the PET 
labels or PSLs need be destroyed. The original bottle can be 
cleaned, filled and have a new wrap-around or PSL applied. They 
are also popular as a way of better showcasing the internal product 
contents as the PSLs are often transparent. In these situations, 
instead of coding on the bottle body itself, the code is applied 
onto these surfaces. PSL labels conform very tightly, almost like 
shrink wrap, to the bottle bodies and tend to be coded using 
lasers. Wrap-around labels are printed using inkjet as laser would 
perforate the thin surfaces.

CIJ is very popular as it can print easily and at extremely high 
speeds virtually anywhere onto a surface, though care must be 
taken to ensure the ink chosen will adhere to the packaging surface 
for the desired duration of the product’s life in the market. Using 
the wrong ink can lead to a product which looks coded initially but 
where the data disappears over time due to poor surface adhesion. 

Additionally, the correct color ink must be chosen to ensure the 
code can be read easily on the desired surface. Environmental 
considerations may also be an issue with manufacturers seeking to 
reduce the VOC emissions as part of health and safety regulations 
and wider sustainability concerns; here, a supplier who can provide 
MEK-free inks should be sought. 

Manufacturers with more than one color of packaging surface 
and/or an interest in emission reduction should consider using 
a CIJ supplier who offers a wide range of colors and ink types or 
one who can provide a single ink to code diverse surfaces. Using 
different suppliers and/or inks for different products increases cost, 
complexity and scope for error.

Markem-Imaje’s 9450 Series, for example, has a ‘smart’ 
consumable system to prevent user error and, while different 
colored and quick-drying MEK free and ketone-free inks are 
available, the company also offers a black one-ink-fits-all-container 
option for use with the 9450 S. This black ink can code PET and 
glass bottles (including returnable as discussed in a later section), 
cans, liquid bricks, pouches, caps, wrapping films and shipping 
containers. Its operating costs are also up to 30% less than other 
competitive models. 
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While lasers print sharper, more permanent codes, there are 
sometimes challenges in coding line speeds at the top end 
of the spectrum. 

Lasers can easily keep up with speeds of more than 100,000 
PET bottles or aluminum cans per hour. Glass is more 
difficult to etch with laser and therefore at high speeds is 
usually coded with CIJ, either directly onto the glass or onto 
a label. 

Some lower throughput factories will use lasers on the label 
or directly on the glass. Less power is required to mark a 
paper label versus etching glass, so speeds of 45,000 per 
hour are not the limit. Laser use on the glass itself tends to 
be for anti-counterfeiting reasons e.g., a branded bottle of 
vodka being produced at a maximum line speed of 6,000 
bottles per hour. 

Best practice for laser coding PET bottles on 
high throughput lines

Most manufacturers laser code their PET bottles after 
filling. This is sub-optimal for two reasons:

1. At this stage, the product is not fixed in place and this 
is an area with considerable vibration. It is possible 
that some bottles will be jostled out of position on the 
conveyor and the laser will miss them.

2. Liquids, such a water droplets, can often end up on the 
bottle surface, interfering with the laser’s ability to mark 
the bottle.

A better option would be to put the laser coder just 
after the bottle is blown, but before it is filled. Here, it is 
impossible for the laser to miss the bottle as it is held in 
place by the blowing fixture. Also, as it has yet to be filled, 
the laser beam energy is not diminished by moisture.

Indeed, the combination of Sidel’s Super Combi with a 
Markem-Imaje SmartLase C350S 30-watt CO2 laser was 
awarded a 2017 World Beverage Innovation Award for 
printing the best quality codes for PET applications running 
at up to 81,000 bottles per hour.

Spumador: Becoming 
greener while improving 
uptime and additive 
consumption
Spumador, an Italian company founded 
in 1888, is the creator of ‘Spuma’, the 
legendary traditional lemonade. Over 
the years, it has expanded its range to 
include San Antonio mineral water and 
fruit juices such as the SanAttiva range. 
In 2011, it joined the Refresco group, 
the leading European producer of soft 
drinks and fruit juices.

Its 2019 bottle production was  
1.3 billion bottles, with rates per hour 
of 100,000 for glass and 40,000 for 
PET. Cans are produced at 60,000 per 
hour.

Spumador decided it wanted to equip 
all the lines at its 5 production sites 
with “green” CIJ printers using MEK-free 
ink to cut VOC emissions. 

While MEK-free ink usage started the 
discussions, other factors also came 

into play: adaptation of the printer to 
production output, reduced additive 
consumption, and increased intervals 
between cleaning to cut downtime.

Tullio Tiozzo, Spumador’s Operations 
Director elaborates: “In addition to 
the environmental aspect, we needed 
high-output equipment capable of 
keeping pace with the production 
rate of our bottling machines. And, of 
course, we also required good legibility 
and excellent printing quality of codes  
to guarantee the traceability of 
production batches.”

Spumador’s managers decided to work 
with just one supplier to equip their 
5 Italian plants. A homogeneous fleet 
provides more production flexibility 
and versatility and facilitates operator 
training.

Spumador chose 9450 S CIJ printers, 
due to their speed and capacity to 
print on a large range of surfaces 
including, glass, PET, cardboard boxes 
and caps. The 9450 S has the lowest 
additive ink consumption compared 
with competing options, coding 90 
million, lower case, 7 x 5 dot characters 
per liter of ink and its consumables can 
be easily replaced without stopping 
production.

Spumador was impressed by the 
attentiveness of Markem-Imaje, “We 
have been won over by the expertise 
and availability of Markem-Imaje’s 
teams. They have met all our 
requirements and identified the 
best solution.” The company was so 
satisfied that it installed thirty 9450 S 
printers across its various sites.
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For similar line speed reasons, soft drink beverage cans are typically coded with CIJ 
though this is changing slowly with the advent of fiber lasers as discussed more fully in 
section 2.4. Lower speed lines, such as those used for wine, have a higher proportion 
of laser coding as the line speed tends to be slower and a laser finish is more in 
keeping with the brand image. 

To better understand how high-speed lines influence the choice between laser and 
inkjet options, please see pages 22-25.

When choosing a laser, care must be taken to pick one which will mark the surface 
without piercing the packaging. Factors to consider are the wavelength and a 
scribing pattern which does not dwell too long in one place, i.e., cross-less fonts that 
ensure the laser beam never passes any spot more than once. For example, optimal 
wavelengths are 10.6 µm for glass and paper, 10.2 µm for some plastics, 9.3 µm for 
PET bottles and wrap-arounds, 1.064 µm for 
aluminum and steel. 

In some cases where ‘best before’ expiry 
(BBE) dates are particularly important − such 
as in milk and fruit juice − CIJ is preferred by 
customers who think laser’s contrast on PET 
bottles is insufficient and challenging to read. 
Manufacturers worry someone with poor 
eyesight may not be able to read the BBE code 
and so may become ill. On these aseptic lines good communication between the 
coder and the filler is particularly important because now codes are increasingly used 
not only to identify a batch of product, but also to pinpoint the precise filling valve and 
capping head used to fill particular containers. 

Some materials, such as Tetra Pak®, are particularly challenging since laser coding can 
remove key surface layers. This can compromise the packaging and thus the product 
integrity. CIJ is typically chosen as the safest option and Markem-Imaje is the only major 
coding supplier offering a permanent ink which cannot removed from Tetra Pak®  
(see Appendix 2). 

Regular CO2 laser coding is not recommended for use on PP (polypropylene) or PE 
(polyethylene) bottle caps. While PET bottle bodies absorb the laser wavelength to 
produce crisp codes at high throughput, this is not the case on PP and PE without the 
use of an additive to the cap to ensure reactivity to the laser. Considering this adds 
cost and changes the color of the caps beyond the preferred light white or transparent 
surface, customers often prefer CIJ.

If the surface is metal, then either CIJ or fiber laser coding can be used. 

Much less common is thermal transfer over printing (TTO) which is used to code 
flexible film surfaces which start from a web. This is most often seen with stand-up 
pouches e.g., juices and some wines. While this packaging format is still relatively 
niche, it is growing in certain segments across the world. In the case of pre-formed 
pouches etc., CIJ is typically preferred.

Importance of correct 
consumable usage, 
equipment positioning 
and upkeep

Fuzzy codes can result from 
a range of factors including 
consumable choice, insufficient 
maintenance or poor coder 
position. 

For example, using inks which 
are not properly calibrated for 
the equipment can lead to 
clogging within the nozzle, 
resulting in poor quality codes. 
This is not only detrimental for 
brand reputations but can also 
lead to increased maintenance 
costs.

In the laser photo shown above, 
the poor code is likely due to:

1) Laser source power 
being insufficient for the 
application rate due to aging 
or incorrect wavelength 
selection 

2) Incorrect distance between 
laser head and bottle

Maximized uptime with bottled water laser coding

For the last five years, a global water company has been using 40 Markem-Imaje SmartLase C350 lasers to code its bottles. 
During this time none of the lasers have required any adjustments on the line nor any corrective maintenance. This remarkable 
reliability is exactly what would be expected, considering this laser leads the CO2 market in terms of reliability, offering a 60,000-
hour MTBF (mean time between failure), or around 7 years, for the laser source, without preventative part replacement. 

In this high-speed line environment, every minute of downtime is expensive. The SmartLase C350 has proved more financially 
beneficial to the company than the previous system used. 
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2.1.2 Secondary packaging: cases, packs, cartons 

DOD piezo and print and apply (P&A) technologies dominate 
beverage secondary packaging. Laser is also increasingly being 
used. Compared with CIJ, these 3 are seen to produce better and/or 
more permanent codes which enhance brand image and improve 
traceability. CIJ also has font height limitations. 

Laser and DOD piezo are popular for those willing to make a 
slightly higher upfront investment, including guarding tunnels and 
extraction units in the case of lasers to protect workers from laser 
radiation and fumes. In return they enjoy reduced operational 
expenditures and maximum uptime. These technologies are 
typically used in high throughput lines where the volumes produced 
achieve a good cost per unit. 

For example, Markem-Imaje’s DOD piezo printers produce large 
high contrast prints using no ribbons and the company’s patented 40  
hot melt wax ink can be added ‘on-the-fly’ without stopping the 
line. Large and complex messages printed on secondary packaging 
enable late stage customization that can reduce the need for 
keeping inventory of many variants of pre-printed cases and 
cartons.

Laser coding uses hardly any consumables and, if good quality 
equipment is chosen, requires virtually no maintenance, apart from 
laser controllers and fume extraction filters which are changed 
periodically. Additionally, aiming diodes − such as those included 
as standard with Markem-Imaje lasers − dramatically reduce 
material waste and downtime required for changeover and code 
adjustments, which leads to improved OEE (overall equipment 
effectiveness)

P&A offers the unique capability, via labels, of applying complex, 
high-quality prints onto irregular surfaces, such as bottle or can 
multipacks in cardboard trays, onto which neither laser nor DOD 
piezo would be capable of printing directly.

Secondary packaging lines are considerably slower than those for 
primary packaging. Given the typical requirements of the beverage 
sector (line speeds, spacing, carton & message size etc), 3,600 
cases per hour can generally be completed with DOD piezo, 5,500 
per hour with a single P&A printer (7,500 in a dual configuration) 
and 10,000 per hour with laser.

2.1.3 Tertiary packaging: pallets 

P&A is the only option as labels can be easily placed onto the pallet 
contents (wrapped or unwrapped). 240 pallets per hour can be 
coded with Markem-Imaje print and apply solutions.

2.1.4 Beverage automation protocols

Beverage manufacturers are generally required to follow specific 
communication protocols for data acquisition and exchange with 
production machinery. Industry standards, such as Weihenstephan 
which is commonly used in Europe and particularly Germany, 
specify the required physical interfaces and interface content, 
provide guidelines for evaluating data and define reports. 
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Kingsland Wines and 
Spirits: Reducing line 
stoppages due to roll 
changes by 25%
Kingsland Wines and Spirits, based 
in Manchester, is the UK’s premier 
independent supplier of wine and 
spirits. It specializes in the packing, 
importing, bottling, storing and 
distributing of wines and spirits from 
around the globe.  

Priding itself on being a business 
partner who encourages and enjoys 
long-standing relationships with its 
customers, Kingsland requires the 
highest quality production equipment 
and capabilities to match customer 
expectations.

After identifying a requirement to 
introduce on-line print and apply (P&A) 
outer pack labelling at speeds of up 
to 50 packs per minute, Kingsland 
invited nine coding and marking 
suppliers to present P&A solutions. 
Kingsland wanted a solution that was 
fast, accurate and flexible and would 
be common across all their lines. They 
were also interested in having a long-
lasting printhead and compatibility 
with their existing business system.

The company also demanded a robust, 
practical solution that would require 
minimal training for operators. Nigel 
Smith, Head of Engineering Projects 
for Kingsland Wines, says: “To ensure 
production line speeds and overall 
efficiency, we required printers that 
could be moved easily between 
production lines in the event of failure, 
that minimized stoppages due to roll 
changes and could be serviced by local 
engineers when necessary.” 

A series of trials confirmed that only 
two of the suppliers could match the 
speed and budget requirements of 

Kingsland. The 2200 Series suggested 
by Markem-Imaje also provided the 
accuracy, flexibility and compatibility 
sought by Kingsland.

The existing pre-printed label 
applicators were replaced by eight 
Markem-Imaje 2200 Series P&A 
systems, all equipped with a wipe 
applicator. 

“With Markem-Imaje’s larger 560 m 
label and ribbon rolls we have reduced 
line stoppages due to roll changes by 
25%. On our fastest production line, 
two systems are used. It allows an 
automatic changeover to be made, 
removing the need for operator 
intervention, reducing errors and 
increasing line efficiency.”

The quality of the printhead used was 
another important consideration. The 
hardwearing printhead used in the 
2200 Series needs to be changed less 
frequently, which makes it more cost-
effective for Kingsland.

With continued expansion in the 
business, Kingsland has invested in 
more production lines and now has 
a total of 12 units on site, connected 
together and managed remotely. 
“It was important for us to find a 

supplier who could provide software 
compatible with our business system. 
The CoLOS® software is easy to use and 
helps us design, store and download all 
our label information safely.”

The modular design of the 2200 
Series also means that maintenance 
work can be carried out quickly, with 
minimal impact on the production 
line. And because the 2200 Series can 
operate effectively on all of Kingsland’s 
production lines, printers can be 
moved whenever required.

Smith concludes: “Markem-Imaje has 
proved to be a responsive, trusted 
partner, making regular visits to 
ensure the equipment and software 
installed are providing us with the most 
effective solution.”

 

All the Markem-Imaje 2200 Series are linked to the 
Kingsland’s computer business system.
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Heineken France – 
A sparkling partnership

Marking with constraints

Brown ales, lagers, red ales, in cans, 
bottles or barrels: to serve the fifteen 
or so beer brands that have helped 
build its reputation (Heineken, 
Desperados, Affligem, Pelforth, 
Amstel, Buckler, etc.) Heineken offers a 
comprehensive range of beer varieties 
- all delicious, but not at all easy to 
produce. 

“Our three breweries in Marseille 
(Southern France), Mons-en-Baroeul 
(Northern France) and Schiltigheim 
(Alsace, North-Eastern France) package 
a large variety of containers, at very 
high outputs, sometimes up to 
70,000 containers per hour,” explains 
Sophie Lesenfans, CAPEX Procurement 
Manager with Heineken France. 

Another constraint associated with the 
brewing business is the positioning of 
printers in the production lines. “We 
need to install them at different points, 
depending on what is produced on 
the line: just after a boxing machine, 
a labeling machine or a packing 
machine. And all this in a very humid 
environment, which creates high levels 
of condensation, thereby making it 
necessary to dry containers before 
marking.”

Like all players in its sector, Heineken 
must meet stringent hygiene and 
traceability requirements. So, to 
make sure nothing is left to chance, 
Heineken turns to tried and tested 
technological solutions for all its 
equipment, including its printers. 
Although these might not appear to be 
as vital to production, printer reliability 
is nonetheless crucial: just one 
breakdown and the entire production 
line grinds to a halt. 

“We have to mark different 
combinations of information, all of 
them essential: the use-before date, 
obviously, but also in-house codes, 
such as the batch number. Most of 
these codes are spread over two lines, 
with a total of 19 characters.” 

A 100% renewed printer fleet

Heineken first selected Markem-Imaje 
to renew the outdated inkjet printer 
fleet at its Schiltigheim brewery. Fifteen 
9020 printers and four 9232 printers 
were already installed at the site. 

A year later, the brewer launched a 
new call for bids to replace marking 
equipment at its other two sites. “In 
both Mons and Marseille, our inkjet 
printers dated from between 1990 
and 2008: a fleet that was far too 
old, but also too heterogeneous, with 
many different references. We were 
seeking a solution that would help 
us harmonize our equipment and 
consumables, while still maintaining 
the versatility of the printers. We were 
also looking for a range of services to 
optimize our production.”

Three suppliers were audited and 
subjected to lengthy tests. And in the 

end Markem-Imaje was awarded the 
contract here too. The first advantage 
of the solution offered was the 
printer itself. “Tests were conducted 
in real conditions to make sure the 
equipment was up to the job (high 
outputs, format changes, wet zones, 
etc.). The 9232 also proved to be the 
most user-friendly and ergonomic.”

In addition, Markem-Imaje 
recommended a single ink, suitable 
for the various lines and for use at the 
ambient temperature. 

Finally, Heineken was impressed by the 
global approach to operating costs. 
“Markem-Imaje offered us a contract 
covering equipment rental, curative 
and preventive maintenance, waste 
collection and recycling and supply 
of consumables. This enables us to 
manage our spending.”

 “A global approach rather than an 
item-by-item one was exactly what we 
were looking for!”

Ultimately, twenty 9232 printers were 
installed in Mons-en-Baroeul and nine 
in Marseille. Forty-five operators were 
trained. More recently, they have also 
begun using 9450 S printers as well.
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2.1.5 The value of bringing it all together with one supplier

Container variety causes the production challenges described above as well as considerable back-office complexities such supplier 
set-up in ERP (enterprise resource planning) systems, invoice and deliveries processing, equipment integration, etc. 

Control over costs, throughput and reputation can be greatly enhanced by having a common coding solution across all three 
packaging levels. 

A ‘one-stop-shop’ supplier delivers economies of scale, simplified invoicing, maintenance and support, and less staff training as all the 
equipment on the line has similar user interfaces. 

Risk is reduced as there are fewer things to go wrong when integrating the various equipment, and the networked information 
management solution which oversees and verifies the coding at each stage, minimizes waste and recalls. 

By using one supplier’s equipment and software at primary, secondary and tertiary levels, operators need only change consumables 
(and then only if required). Workers no longer have to input codes and manage data.

2.1.6 Factors to consider when seeking a turnkey, one-stop-shop solution for packaging coding

As conditions vary from plant to plant and according to application, manufacturers need a supplier who can address their diverse 
requirements. It is imperative that the chosen company has a proven track-record in all key areas to ensure a hassle-free, end-to-end, 
turnkey solution is provided. 

Using Markem-Imaje as an example, a checklist of elements that companies should look for include: 

—  A large portfolio of hardware (CIJ, DOD piezo, laser, TTO, TIJ, valvejet, P&A), associated consumables, software and services to meet 
the full diversity of coding needs

 ·  Markem-Imaje has the market’s most comprehensive portfolio to address all 
package sizes, printing areas, material type and speeds, as well as the ability to 
withstand product treatments, such as pasteurization 

 ·  It is one of very few companies who has full coding solutions from consumer 
units through to pallets, along with an extensive range of specialty options such 
as anti-counterfeiting and erasable inks as well as environmentally-friendly and 
high-adhesion options. Markem-Imaje also offers a single ink to serve all materials, 
including PET and returnable glass

—  A large installed base to prove solution reliability and confirm experience and 
competence

 ·  Markem-Imaje has tens of thousands of installations ranging from remote areas to 
large cities, across all continents (except Antarctica) and covering all applications. 
This differentiates the company from others who do not have a similar reference 
base 

 ·  If a manufacturer is undecided between suppliers, Markem-Imaje recommends 
a multi-vendor trial across different lines/sites. Differences in capabilities, 
knowledge, portfolio depth and support levels, will soon become evident

“Markem-Imaje is entirely 
focused on what its 
customers need. That 
kind of service is greatly 
appreciated.” 
Rajendra Gursahaney, Senior Engineering 
Director, PepsiCo

“Markem-Imaje offered us a 
global approach rather than 
an item-by-item one, which 
was exactly what we were  
looking for.” 
Sophie Lesenfans, CAPEX Procurement 
Manager, Heineken France
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—  History of ongoing innovation 

 ·  Markem-Imaje regularly launches new products through its 250 research and development engineers, scientists and technicians. 
For example, please see Appendix 2 for specific inks designed to meet beverage industry needs

 ·  A recent innovation includes the 2200 Flex SE system which can place case labels on the front and/or side at high speed without 
costly pack-turning measures. This helps companies more easily meet rising demand for GS1-128 barcodes. They encode more  
data than alternatives, but the specifications recommend barcodes be put on multiple sides as explained on pages 28-29 

—  Expert consultative support which scopes, installs and meets ongoing service needs coupled with long, flexible warranties

 ·  Beverage lines are difficult to set-up. There is often a gap of 1-2 years between scoping the requirements, supplying the 
equipment and commissioning it. Markem-Imaje warranties take this into consideration

 ·  There are many challenges such as high speeds, harsh conditions and different solutions needed for different areas. The right 
supplier does more than just provide a printer; they provide advice to maximize throughput whatever the circumstances 

 ·  To cope with the complexity and deliver a fast service, Markem-Imaje has a large support network and offers consumables 
programs to ensure customers always use the most cost-effective solution, with issues addressed quickly, wherever they are

  –  Achieved via its 850 service support staff worldwide spread across 30 operations, plus its 700 service distribution partners

2.2 Stock keeping unit (SKU) complexity

Beverage companies often deal with many SKUs related to product content types (flavors, reduced calorie, still versus sparking etc.), 
packaging materials, artworks, bottle sizes etc. – often within the same plant and on the same line. And, as explained earlier, the 
situation is getting worse. This diversity leads to increased constraints and potential for mistakes.

2.2.1 Code content issues

Many SKUs means numerous production batches, each with their own codes. It is not uncommon for operators to select the wrong 
job numbers or input the wrong data which can be costly. Where expiry dates are involved, the situation is even more complex and 
damaging in terms of company reputation and financial costs related to recalls, fines or lawsuits. 

In Markem-Imaje’s experience, around 60% of manufacturers allow operators to calculate and then input the BBE dates providing 
two points at which mistakes can be made. Most of the remainder have the operator select a job to print codes which come with a 
predefined BBE (e.g. 510 days from now). While this reduces the scope for mistakes, it does not eliminate them. Markem-Imaje has 
seen quite a few examples where operators switching between regular and diet drink batches forget to change the setting so a diet 
drink with a 6-month expiry is instead coded with the regular one’s 18-month date.

There can also be differences in the level of coding information required by the market to which the final product is going. Some 
water manufacturers have a generic code wherever in the world their finished product is being sold. For others, the same bottled 
product coded for the Japanese market will have a different code to that intended for American consumers.

To eliminate mistakes, many are turning to information systems. Such networked software manages the whole process from data 
selection through to automating the communication of the right information to all printers along the line and back again to their 
back-office systems. This ensures 100% code reliability and real-time stock visibility and traceability. And, in this digital era, the 
information can ideally be communicated at a line operator, smartphone or office PC level.

2.2.2 Consumable issues

Operators are known to accidentally put the wrong ink into printers. For example, 
a manufacturer NOT using Markem-Imaje products, recently told Markem-Imaje 
that one of their operators had put the ink for a canning line into a glass line 
printer. When the bottles came off the line, they looked coded but, several hours 

Support from an experienced coding supplier is 
recommended to avoid problem prints. These 
images show what can go wrong with both laser 
and CIJ codes if the printhead installation is 
incorrect.
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Different products.  
Different packaging.  
One integrated solution 
Sanpellegrino group (Nestlé Waters 
group) is an Italian leader in mineral 
waters, soft drinks, non-alcoholic 
aperitifs and iced teas. It exports to 
150 countries worldwide. In 2017 its 
production was 3.7 billion bottles with 
a turnover of 895 million euros.

The challenge

“It was essential that we find a supplier 
who could cover the vast range of 
packaging material we use for our 
products. We needed a coding solution 
for PET, glass, paper, aluminum as well 
as a secondary and tertiary packaging 
labelling solution for our cartons 
and pallets,” explains Raffaele Bini, 
Engineering Manager, Sanpellegrino. 
“We needed clarity, precision, perfect 
quality and legible messages at a high 
output speed of up to 60,000 bottles/
hour. With Markem-Imaje we found the 
partner we were looking for.”

The solution

“We were able to understand 
Sanpellegrino’s most important needs 
and find the best integrated solution,” 

explains Guido Torriglia, Sales Area 
Manager, Markem-Imaje.

SmartLase C350S laser coders deliver 
high speed, precision coding on 
mineral water bottle labels, while  
9450 S inkjet printers and associated 
inks cover Sanbitter can and pack 
coding at high production rates. 
Markem-Imaje even developed a 
special ink capable of marking on cans 
and bottles with condensation.

Secondary and tertiary packaging is
done via 2200 print and apply
systems, including the innovative
Flex SE, which offers unprecedented 
application rates of labeling to the 
front or side of products from a single 
applicator. 

All Markem-Imaje equipment has been 
supplied with a traceability software 
solution that is perfectly integrated 
with Sanpellegrino’s ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning) system.

The innovative SMILE operating lease 
program was also an additional 
advantage. “With fixed predetermined 
installments, the program ensures 
management of all consumables, with 
the peace of mind that we will always 
have the most suitable type of ink on 
hand in our warehouse,” notes Bini. 

“In addition, we can count on 
continuous customer service, which 
includes, through the exchange 
service, the replacement of parts 
within 24 hours and the replacement 
of the equipment as soon as it reaches 
a predetermined number of working 
hours. 

Finally, we benefit from continuous 
technical advice. When our marketing 
department asks for new products and 
innovative processes, Markem-Imaje is 
always there to help us find the most 
appropriate technological solution.”
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later the code had disappeared. Everything had to be unpacked, recoded and repacked 
at considerable expense and disruption.

One way to simplify things is to use one ink for ALL materials − e.g. glass, cans, PET and 
kegs − which will work equally well on all surfaces. Another is to use an ink with a built-
in safety feature whereby the printer automatically recognizes and accepts or rejects 
the ink being introduced by the operator. While such solutions are available through 
Markem-Imaje, not all suppliers can offer this.

2.2.3 Positioning issues 

Coding problems can often occur during changeovers. For example, with 
manufacturers who run PET and glass bottles on the same line or when coding the 
same content with the same process on the same packaging material but using 
different sizes. This is often the case with high-volume water production filling units of 
the same diameter but different heights, day in and day out for years on the same line. 

When changing between material types and/or sizes, care must be taken to ensure the coder is in the right position post changeover 
to ensure the new batch of product types will be coded in the correct place. This requires repositioning the printhead and the 
sensors which trigger the print.

Imprecise repositioning during such changeovers typically means:

—  The coder completely or partially misses the containers for minutes before someone notices

—  Or, if the equipment positioning is only marginally off most, but not all, products will be coded. This is potentially more 
problematic as it is irregular and so exposes manufacturers to significant risk

In beverage categories with a greater number of constraints to consider, code placement issues between changeovers are magnified.

A beer canning line is similar to the water situation described above. As before, these typically have the same diameter but different 
heights. There is thus only one variable, or constraint, to consider: the height. 

A brewer bottling line, by contrast, fills containers of different heights and diameters since the industry commonly uses bottle  
shapes to differentiate its brands. The scope of misalignment or error is greater here as there is a second constraint to consider,  
the diameter.

Changeovers between products can take anywhere from 13 minutes to 8 hours depending on the numbers of constraints involved, 
how the lines were initially set up and to what extent manual intervention is required. 
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To help manufacturers accelerate changeovers, Markem-Imaje provides a range of accessories and expert support to ensure 
equipment, including sensors, are mounted in the best places to promote maximum, reliable output, even in the most difficult 
circumstances, e.g. space limitations and speed. 

Markem-Imaje’s unique, beverage industry-specific stands provide preset mounting points so operators only need to move the 
coder from one spot to another between runs with full confidence the coder will always print in the correct place. They are also in a 
stainless-steel rounded shape making them easy to clean − something which is important in this sector where hygiene is vital. 

2.3 Manufacturing environment 

2.3.1 High speed lines

Beverage line speeds are typically the fastest of all production, with the exception of extruded wires and cables. At a consumer unit 
level, products may be coded at 120,000 per hour depending on the item. 

For inkjet, Markem-Imaje’s 9450 Series, produces high quality 2-line codes of a 7 x 5 matrix at up to 120,000 products per hour with 
only 1 printer, though some manufacturers have 2 to be 100% certain at least 1 code is present.

CO2 laser printers, such as the SmartLase 
C350, can achieve speeds exceeding 100,000 
products per hour (pph) either printing directly 
on PET bottles (2mm,  2 lines, 20-character 
code), or up to 76,000 pph printing on paper, 
metallized paper or plastic PSL labels. It is also 
worth noting that Markem-Imaje’s patented 
scribing technology Intelli’Arc enables 
SmartLase printers to code products 30% faster 
than the competition under similar conditions.

Fiber laser printers in the SmartLase F series 
were designed for coding aluminum and steel 
cans and provide more precise, faster coding 
than competitor lasers through the use of 
unique algorithms. The F500, for example, can 
code 105,000 aluminum and steel cans per 
hour (2.6 mm, 18 characters, 2 lines on 66 mm 
cans).

A code is a crucial part of the packaging process as it contains key data. If codes are missing or unreadable, manufacturers risk their 
reputation and costly fines. 

At such speeds, accuracy is needed to ensure the code is on target which is not easy. The risk of a missing or illegible (e.g. stretched 
or smudged) code is such that many manufacturers on high-speed lines such as soft drinks, code units twice to be sure there is at 
least one suitable code per item.

And, at these high throughput volumes, every minute of downtime is expensive. In the context of a 2 to 3 million USD beverage 
line, a +/- 30,000 USD coder is a relatively small sum to pay. And yet a surprising number of companies choose to under-invest in the 
coder which yields short-term savings but higher costs during actual operations. 

If coders stop working or require excessive maintenance, production must stop at a cost of around 12,000 USD per hour. This 
problem can further be compounded if the technical issue to be resolved needs extra support and the supplier chosen has 
insufficient local coverage to provide a fast response in such time-sensitive situations.

With the trend towards faster lines with ever increasing data to be coded, this will become an even more important issue. A decade 
ago, a single line of 10 digits was the norm within the beverage industry. Now 25 to 35-digit codes spread across 2 to 3 to lines are 
common as more companies go beyond purely providing BBE dates to include coding filling nozzle information or even identifying 
individual cows in milk production. 

Some companies are also interested in introducing variable QR codes to provide information on locally sourced ingredients etc, as 
opposed to generic QR data that could be mass produced into the packaging before product filling. This is seen as a way to provide a 
more direct link between the manufacturer and the consumer.

SmartLase F500 code   Competitor fiber laser code

Competitor laser:
• 29 vectors with lower resolution
• 30% slower with reduced application
• Lower code quality 
VS.
With Intelli’Arc:
• 4 arcs with best resolution
• 30% faster than any competitor laser
• Best quality codes even at high speeds
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However, there is a trade-off – the more data, the slower the speed. The chosen 
coding solution needs to be able to cope with the production demands.

While 35-digit codes, with the right solution, can be accommodated in high speed 
environments, variable content QR codes remain out of reach. Printing QR codes is 
typically done when the surface to be printed is stationary as the dots printed need 
to be in exactly the correct place in order to be read. This is currently impossible to 
achieve at high speed on a curved surface.

In these environments it is critical that the supplier chosen has extensive experience 
and support coverage in order to achieve the desired result. 

Markem-Imaje, for example, has partnered with OEMs and large beverage 
manufacturers for over 30 years. Examples include Sidel, Krones and Checkmat as well 
as PepsiCo, Coca-Cola and Heineken. It has many thousands of high-speed installations 
which are supported by one of the largest, highly skilled team of engineers across the 
world. It has a long-standing and deep relationships with other key suppliers such as 
Cognex, a leading global vision system provider whose cameras are integrated with 
Markem-Imaje equipment to verify the intended codes have actually been printed.

Additionally, Markem-Imaje’s scale allows it to offer a range of innovative packages to 
help make the solutions even easier to implement by offering coder rental options 
– an option which has proven popular with customers large and small. Under the 
company’s SMILE program, manufacturers can lease coders for a fixed monthly 
sum which includes all maintenance and consumables (if any). This delivers cost 
predictability and transparency while avoiding the need for CAPEX. And, at the end of 
the lease term (e.g. 5 years), they can receive brand new equipment. 

2.3.2 Need for energy efficiency

The energy used by coders, and the need to use plant air or supply additional cooling, 
varies widely across equipment types and suppliers. This directly impacts costs. 

In high speed, PET beverage lines using laser coding, Markem-Imaje’s SmartLase C350, 
for example, only uses a 30-watt laser compared to other supplier models which need 
50 to 60 watt lasers in like-for-like situations. It requires no plant air or extra cooling, 
delivering a saving of up to 1,000 USD per year, per unit, compared to other popular 
lasers used in the beverage industry.

2.3.3 Varying temperatures

Temperatures can vary significantly within and across plants depending on location 
and season. It is important that any equipment chosen can operate effectively 
whatever the circumstances.  

Intelli’Cool technology within Markem-Image’s SmartLase lasers, for example, enables 
them to operate well across a wide ambient temperature range of 5°C to 45°C, 
even at high application duty cycles and without any adverse effect on quality and 
downtime. 

•  With SmartLase CO2 lasers, this is achieved via a unique cooling system which 
features two central fans and heat radiators at the front and rear, providing 
balanced cooling across both the laser source and the scanhead. 

•  In the SmartLase F Series, innovative computer-aided fluid dynamics modeling 
ensures the air flow inside the F500 controller and source cabinet supported by the 
ES500i+ (extractor and cooler) provides the coolest operating conditions for the 
laser source and electronics. In the F200 fans and manifolds direct the air in ways 
which minimize the impact of heat on the internal components.

Something to  
SMILE about
To improve the efficiency and 
safety of its mineral water 
and fizzy drinks production 
operations, Italian company 
Spumador - part of the 
Refresco group - opted for 
Markem-Imaje’s 9450 S printers 
as explained on page 13. To 
make this as easy as possible, 
Markem-Imaje suggested SMILE, 
the company’s all-inclusive, 
flexible and exclusive contract. 

As Spumador’s Operations 
Director, Tullio Tiozzo explains: 
“The SMILE proposal made all 
the difference. This is a turnkey 
rental solution. We pay a fixed 
monthly fee for the printers 
and the cost of consumables 
is calculated and readjusted on 
the basis of our volumes.” 

The SMILE contract has paid off 
since the monthly payments 
are lower than the total cost 
of maintaining the previous 
machine fleet and purchasing 
the associated consumables. 
The company receives 
comprehensive support and 
training and consumables 
are delivered on an agreed 
schedule. Within the terms 
of the contract, the company 
is also guaranteed to have 
access to the most recent 
equipment, corresponding to 
its requirements at any given 
time.
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By contrast, many competitor laser coders can only operate 
effectively at up to 40°C with application duty cycles limited 
to a maximum of 60% as they only have a single fan at the 
end of the laser and insufficient scanhead cooling. 

The faster scribing patterns versus competitor lasers let 
SmartLase units cool for longer since there is less marking 
time, improving laser source lifetime in comparison.

Furthermore, the speed of the lines means that the coding 
equipment must be rugged enough to tolerate the 
production pressures. And, as beverages are consumed by 
people, the lasers must be easily cleanable with 304L and 
316L stainless steel and high IP (ingress protection) ratings 
to withstand frequent high-pressure water jet cleaning. As 
standard, Markem-Imaje’s lasers come rated for IP 55 and 
its inkjets for IP 56. Many other companies charge extra for 
this. For those seeking even more robust solutions, higher IP 
ratings are available. 

It is also advisable for manufacturers to use touchscreen user interfaces over keypads as the latter are particularly fragile and more 
likely to lead to line stoppages when commands or information cannot be entered.

2.4 Delving deeper into can coding

Cans are a popular beverage format across a range of categories including energy drinks, carbonated colas and beers, with nearly 
100% of these being aluminum as opposed to steel. The latter tends to be preferred by beer manufacturers who think steel 
packaging preserves flavor better. 

Cans are even experiencing a resurgence in the craft beer segment, where 
traditionally bottles have reigned supreme. Reasons include a can’s ability 
to protect the beer’s freshness as well as sustainability and convenience.32

Traditionally, CIJ has been used to code cans. With countless installations 
worldwide, it is a well-proven solution which is very easy to implement and 
offers considerable coding flexibility. However, it has several disadvantages, 
primarily maintenance and environmental, which are prompting the 
industry to shift towards laser technology which has evolved to cope with 
the high speeds typical for this application.

2.4.1 Cost

While the upfront investment in laser equipment can be several times 
the cost of CIJ system, ongoing operating expenses are lower. With CIJ, 
companies need to buy a large amount of ink and there is considerable 
maintenance. The precise cost differential varies relative to the type 
of ink and number of cans per minute; but, in general, the higher the 
throughput, the bigger the difference.

CIJ also leaves a less permanent mark versus laser. This is an issue in high growth markets where there is a significant prevalence 
of unscrupulous distributors using solvents to wipe off existing BBE codes. Reselling expired stock is not uncommon and leads to 
reputational damage and reduced consumer trust as they assume their supposedly in-date beer tastes bad. 

2.4.2 Environmental

CIJ coding involves a continuous stream of ink hitting the cans, with droplets being released into the air and the solvent evaporating 
into the atmosphere leaving a very pungent smell from the ink and releasing VOC emissions. It can also create a messy environment 
with a risk of spills.

Manufacturers seeking a tidier and safer working environment are switching to laser coding with extraction hoods to deal with any 
particulates emanating from the laser. 

* A duty rate cycle is the percentage of one period in which the laser is active. It is 
expressed as D = T/P (T is the time the laser is active and P is the total period).
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2.4.3 Other considerations

Not all laser technologies are suitable for coding metal beverage cans. CO2 based lasers, for example, do not produce good codes as 
the wavelength is insufficient to mark the material properly. Fiber lasers, with wavelengths of 1.064 µm, are needed.

Additionally, can lines tend to be the fastest within the industry. The ability of lasers to perform to the required standard depends 
on the desired speed and the complexity of the characters involved. For example, many manufacturers want to code 15 characters 
at a rate of 120,000 cans per hour (high speed) or 20 characters at 60,000 - 90,000 per hour (medium speed), either in single or, 
particularly at the faster speeds, double line configurations. There are not many suppliers capable of meeting speeds at the higher 
end of this spectrum. 

To address this need, Markem-Imaje extended its fiber laser product line in 2019 with its SmartLase F500 laser which can code more 
than 100,000 aluminum and steel cans per hour, for example, 105,000 cans per hour with a 2 line message of 18 characters at  
2.6 mm.

Laser reliability is an important area that manufacturers must take into consideration. Not all lasers will be able to deliver the 
described benefits of code permanence, cost savings and operational efficiencies. High quality equipment is needed to maximize 
operational efficiency as it reduces the time workers waste figuring out what is wrong with a laser. This is particularly true for high 
throughput operations where downtime caused by a faulty or misaligned laser is costly, greatly offsetting any potential saving of 
buying an inexpensive laser. The right laser, installed properly, should run for years without requiring any sort of intervention.

2.5 Refillable PET bottles and returnable glass (RefPET and RGB)

Interest in refilling PET bottles is rising worldwide, driven by cost in high growth markets and by environmental considerations in 
mature markets. For example, Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa announced in January 2020 that it is trialing a 2L RefPET bottle33, 
while Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Schweppes and various national brands already offer RefPET options to consumers in Germany34.

In 2017, 30% percent of global beverage plants used RGB and 80% of the RGB market used black ink; 90% of usage was in high 
growth markets — Latin America, Africa, Southeast Asia and the Indian subcontinent.35 RGB helps stretched incomes go that little bit 
further in high growth markets. It is also politically motivated as a way of encouraging employment. Canada and Europe also have 
some RGB usage; however, its prevalence has been declining in Europe and been stable, albeit at a low level, in Canada.35  

Figures: Retail soft drinks in glass packaging and sales in 2015, returnables ratio of total glass and sales

Source: Passport - Steady as she goes: beverage packaging defies economic headwinds in Latin America, Euromonitor.
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In 2015, RGB accounted for nearly 100% of soft drink 
packaging in Mexico and beer packaging in Columbia, 
with reasonably high percentages in other countries 
as well.

Source: Passport – Global Packaging Sustainability: 
Turning Necessity into Opportunity, Euromonitor.29

Source: Passport - Steady as she goes: beverage 
packaging defies economic headwinds in Latin 
America, Euromonitor.29
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Three liquid types are contained in RGB35:

•  80%: Sparkling liquids e.g. beer and soda – cold filled, pasteurized and not

• 10%: Fruit juice and tea – hot fill

•  10%: Other fill (flat liquid) at ambient temperature

With RGB, a retailer/foodservice company sends bottles from consumers back to the 
bottler. These are then inspected for damage, cleaned, sanitized and refilled. 

As large grocery stores steal share from the smaller, traditional grocers who tend to be 
more willing to support RGB by facilitating the bottle return process, RGB may decline.

2.5.1 RGB and RefPET challenges

If coding directly onto the container, the only option is CIJ as laser marking is 
permanent. The ink must last until the unit is returned but be capable of removal so a 
new code can be applied once refilled. 

Various alkali-soluble inks are available for this purpose. For example, Markem-Imaje has 
a wide selection of colored inks to suit bottles of different colors. 

It is worth noting that the younger the container, i.e. the fewer returns, the more 
difficult it is for a CIJ code to adhere and the easier it is to remove it with industrial 
washing. 

Key considerations are to ensure a suitable ink is used and to closely follow the 
cleaning procedures specified by the manufacturer.

A second option is to put the code on a label which is then put onto the bottle and 
removed upon return. Here, both CIJ and laser marking can be used, but laser’s 
financial benefit is less, due to extra cost of labels. Lasers are typically used when 
wanting a premium finish.

Whichever method is chosen, the label should be printed with the right data and put 
onto the right bottle. In high growth markets where automation is not widespread, 
manufacturers should consider addressing the risk of human error by investing in an 
information management system to minimize mistakes (as outlined elsewhere in this 
white paper).

The importance of 
experience in CIJ RGB 
and RefPET applications

In the recent past, the industry 
has been widely impacted by 
traceability issues linked to 
insufficient RGB ink adhesion. 
Companies should seek 
suppliers with a proven track 
record of successful adhesion.

Markem-Imaje, for example, 
has refined its offering and 
its cleaning insights to deliver 
sufficient adhesion in 100% 
of RGB while still ensuring the 
codes come off easily. 

Its track record is such that 
major, multinational bottlers 
across several Latin American 
countries are swapping their 
fleets of equipment to take 
advantage of the proven 
performance which Markem-
Imaje can provide. 

Comparable results can be 
achieved even after having 
applied a coating to mask 
scuffs present on RGB bottles 
which have been returned 
and refilled many times, or on 
RefPET. 

High growth markets and Germany lead the way in returnable glass bottle usage. 

Top Countries Globally for Glass Returnables 
in Beverages 2016

Growth of Returnable Glass Bottles in 
Selected Countries 2016-2020
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Regulatory 
and customer 
compliance

Thorough and efficient product coding can also help ensure fiscal marking activities 
run smoothly and that traceability is optimized. 

3.1 Fiscal marking

Manufacturers must pay excise taxes according to the volume of alcohol they produce. 
However, in certain markets, governments require fiscal marking on packaging to 
ensure that volumes declared correspond to actual volumes produced and to ensure 
that the products are delivered where they should be with the right amount of tax 
paid. The latter can vary across regions within the same country (e.g., Brazil and India). 

Fiscal marking is primarily applicable in high growth markets such as Latin America, 
China, India, Southeast Asia and some African countries. It is also required on all 
beverages, and not just alcohol, in Brazil. 

Governments will randomly scan stock in stores to ensure products are coded and 
declared; therefore, a unique ID for each individual unit (bottle, can etc.) is needed.

Fiscal marking consists of coding all bottles with a 2D dot code which is checked at 
all 3 packaging levels — individual unit, case and pallet — to ensure that any problems 
are identified early before getting too far down the supply chain. Also, if any stock 
gets damaged or scrapped, it is important that manufacturers can easily identify and 
withdraw it from their records so as not to pay taxes on stock not actually sold. 

Fiscal coding solutions for low to medium speed alcohol lines — typically wines, spirits 
and liquors — have existed for years. This has not been the case for beer lines where 
fiscal coding would need to be applied at a rate of around 13 bottles per second. 
Until recently brewers have been able resist calls for fiscal marking on their products; 
however, as technology has improved, governments are increasingly pushing for beer 
manufacturers to provide a similar level of fiscal coding as their spirit counterparts.

3.1.1 Markem-Imaje solution – ahead of the game for brewers

A solution which Markem-Imaje can provide for brewers would be to use CIJ coding 
on cans or bottle caps, also known as crown corks, using a fluorescent ink. Fluorescent 
ink is recommended as it can be seen over branding on the crown cork but without 
compromising the visual look and feel of the product. A range of color options are 
available to minimize interference with product branding.

Printed codes can be checked with the company’s CoLOS® Mark & Read vision system 
camera at the filling station. ‘Mark & Read’ can scan the production at high speed to 
check the code is present and correct, rejecting output where needed. CoLOS can 
teach the vision camera to make the very fine code distinctions required (e.g. ABC 
versus ABD). This is explained further on page 32.
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At the case and pallet packaging levels, the printing choices would be as explained earlier in this white paper and a less sophisticated 
camera can be used as the line speed is slower at these points in the line. 

CoLOS software would be used to assist with rapid and accurate data aggregation to ensure companies pay the right tax.

At present, no other fiscal coding solution is available for the beer industry, apart from a much more expensive system promoted by 
a security firm whose other business is printing data onto printed currency. While Markem-Imaje’s solution would still need to get 
governmental approval to be used, the company would be happy to partner with interested brewers to make this happen.

3.2 Case, carton and pack traceability 

3.2.1 Why GS1-128 barcodes are becoming increasingly important31

Like many other sectors, grocery and foodservice operators are embracing 
digitalization as a way to improve profitability through more sophisticated 
matching of product demand to supply and by permitting greater 
automation of product handling. They also see it as a way to ensure end-
to-end product traceability so they can deal with recalls more efficiently. 

Due to this, case and pack traceability is becoming more critical since 
insufficient coding on secondary packaging is causing traceability chains to 
break. 

For example, pallet-splitting is now quite common in order to reduce 
inventory space and enhance product freshness. If cases from split pallets 
are only coded with ITF-14 barcodes, the information is limited to the 
Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN), so retailers and wholesalers lose 
sight of where specific cases of products end up. Through the use of over  
100 application identifiers to identify batch numbers and global location numbers etc., GS1-128 barcodes can solve the problem. 

Tesco — a global, UK-based retailer — has been mandating GS1-128 usage since 2007, and Leclerc — a large French supermarket 
chain — began doing so in 2013. In France, according to GS1’s statistics, the use of serial shipping container codes (SSCC) — which by 
definition require GS1-128 — is widespread with 54% of consumer product goods companies using them in 2017. Similarly, in the US 
a range of restaurants and foodservice operators have begun requiring GS1-128 while in the retail grocery sector its usage was nearly 
50% when surveyed in 2016.

However, GS1-128 barcodes have particular requirements with respect to quality and placement which limit the options which can 
be chosen at this packaging level and still be compliant.

As mentioned previously, codes on secondary cases and cartons can either be printed onto a label which is then put onto the case 
(P&A) or directly onto a case. P&A labeling is the most common approach to meet GS1-128 barcode requirements while only specific 
types of DOD piezo inkjet are appropriate for printing directly onto cases.

3.2.2 GS1-128: Print & apply31 

In this process, manufacturers control the printing surface and are able to take steps to ensure the output is to GS1-128’s minimum 
ANSI Grade C legibility quality standard, an average numeric grade of 1.5 to just less than 2.5. ITF-14 barcodes, by contrast, only 
need to achieve a D rating (an average numeric grade of 0.5 to just less than 1.5). Also, labels provide the most flexibility as they are 
excellent for coding on curved or uneven surfaces such as shrink and stretch.

It is recommended that 
barcodes are put on more 
than one side of a case to 
ensure there is at least one 
readable label should one 
get damaged. Minimizing 
impact on production, 
while meeting the guidance 
for front with side, dual 
placement barcodes 
(on adjacent sides), is 
difficult. Doing so might Markem-Imaje’s 2200 Flex SE systems can print on the front of packs (avoiding shrink wrap ‘bullseye’ areas) without having to turn 

products as they move down the line.
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involve moving cases into different positions than in the existing 
configuration. Depending on the printer, line adaptations can be 
disruptive and costly in terms of actual implementation costs and 
any revenue foregone due to downtime needed to implement the 
change.

Options for manufacturers include pushing the carton to the desired 
position, which can lead to pack or product content damage, or 
lengthening existing lines to provide room to swivel the carton. 
The latter typically costs 20,000-40,000 USD per line and can be 
challenging, if not impossible, in space constrained areas. These 
are hard costs to swallow given they cannot be converted to higher 
selling prices or higher throughput.

For small and medium manufacturers, the outlay stretches the 
limits of their capital resources. Compliance for large manufacturers 
is difficult for different reasons. While they have potentially easier 
access to capital, they have to deploy the new solutions across a 
larger number of lines and, in many cases, within long-standing, highly space-constrained plants.

Markem-Imaje solutions, by contrast, do not necessarily require packs or cases to be rotated to enable GS1-128 labeling meaning 
space is not an issue and extra implementation costs are significantly less than 20,000 USD per line. 

The 2200 Flex SE system, for example, features technology which makes it possible to apply a label to packs using front, side and 
dual applications without swiveling. This can be done at high speed with a rate of up to 90 products per minute on the front of the 
pack and up to 140 in side applications. It facilitates close pack spacing on the conveyor belt with gaps down to less than 250 mm 
(or 10 in) at the maximum application rate in front application. It can be used on a wide range of products and surfaces including 
cardboard trays and boxes as well as shrink wrap. Costly conversions can be avoided as can longer term costs related to spare parts 
and maintenance costs required to manage more conveyor lines.

3.2.3 GS1-128: Direct case printing31 

Options are much more limited in terms of printing GS1-128 barcodes directly onto cases as most current inkjet technologies cannot 
meet the required ANSI standards. In fact, often the only option is to use a Markem-Imaje 5000 Series coder with Touch Dry® ink.

The output of standard CIJ printers, with their low character resolution (approximately 72 dots per inch) will not be sufficiently sharp. 
TIJ printers may produce suitable codes but inconsistently. Laser is not commonly used currently for GS1-128 codes on cartons due to 
limited availability of laser sensitive chemistry and due to throughput limited by the time required to draw such a complex code. But, 
in the future, if the added cost of laser sensitive chemistry is offset by the consumables savings, and if throughput is sufficient, then 
laser may emerge as an option. 

Likewise, large character, liquid-based inkjet printers are similarly unsuited. All liquid ink printing technologies can generate poor bar 
edges in the barcode; this is a result of the liquid ink’s tendency to migrate into and along the corrugate fibers or spread on contact 
with film. It is, therefore, difficult to achieve the minimum C grade consistently with liquid-based printers, even with the latest ISO/IEC 
15416 (2016) standard.

However, if the packaging material allows for it — for example with 
large, flat white surfaces as opposed to transparent films — large 
character DOD piezo inkjet printers with solid ink can print with 
sufficient resolution quality (200 drops per inch). This is a cost-
effective alternative to P&A by eliminating label costs. 

Currently, the technology available to do this resides exclusively with 
Markem-Imaje’s technology solutions in its 5000 Series. Markem-
Imaje’s patented 40 hot melt wax ink is shipped in solid and non-
hazardous form. When put in the printer, it gets melted and jets out 
into a liquid and dries immediately on contact, both on porous and 
non-porous packaging material. This ensures that the final printed 
code is to the standard required by GS1-128 barcode specifications.  
Unlike the liquid inks mentioned earlier, hot melt ink stays where it is 
applied — dark and clear — and does not fade.

Markem-Imaje’s high resolution DOD piezo solution uses wax-based Touch 
Dry hot melt ink and is the only option currently available to print GS1-128 
barcodes directly onto cases.
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On a white background, Markem-Imaje’s Touch Dry direct printing 
options prints the Grade C ANSI barcodes required by GS1-128 100% of 
the time. This applies both to virgin and recycled corrugate.

It is slightly trickier to print on brown corrugate as the contrast is 
made more difficult by the darker color. Here, Markem-Imaje’s 5 x 55 
high optical density ink is required. Random corrugate tests at 68% 
magnification and even 51%, using a print density common for the best 
barcodes, provided 100% grade C. At a lower density using less ink and 
both magnifications, over 98% was achieved. With 2 labels, at least 1 
should be C 99.9% of time with the rest D, still readable by scanners. 
(The issue with having ANSI D grade as the minimum standard is that a 
percentage of output will fall below this and thus not be readable).

Markem-Imaje has designed these new, high optical density inks to 
deliver the darkest black on brown from a new molecule specifically synthetized by the company for crisper readability. The inks are 
undergoing regulatory approvals in various countries and are currently available for use in the US, UK, Canada, EU, Mexico, Norway, 
China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia and Singapore. This list will expand further over time. 

While swapping over to GS1-128 barcodes will become increasingly necessary for manufacturers – as not doing so could threaten 
trading partnerships – making the transition need not be difficult or expensive. The key is to use a supplier with significant GS1-128 
implementation experience and who has GS1 experts within their organization, along with an appropriate range of technology. 

For a more detailed review of the factors driving adoption of this barcode 
and an in-depth analysis of technical considerations and potential pitfalls to 
consider, please read Markem-Imaje’s white paper Is the GS1-128 barcode on 
course to become the preferred standard for retailed grocery and foodservice 
packaging? 31

3.3 Pallet traceability

Pallet coding relies on the P&A process described earlier where printed 
labels are put onto groups of cases (shrink wrapped or not). When this 
label application is manual, it is time-consuming and error-prone as it is the 
responsibility of the operator to correctly identify the pallet in question and 
to hand apply the correct label before the pallet can be released into stock. 
Another possibility for mistakes exists in sharing this information with the 
back-office systems. Incorrect information causes the traceability chain to fail.

3.3.1 Advantages of automated pallet labeling, even in high growth 
markets

Given automated pallet labeling’s ability to minimize mistakes, accelerate 
operations, reduce costs and improve traceability, its use in mature markets is 
common. Its appeal is now spreading to high growth markets where accurate 
pallet labeling had not historically been a high priority. This was because 
other parts the supply chain tended not to have good record-keeping and 
traceability was not a key concern. Where pallet labeling was done, it was 
manual. 

This is now changing. A spate of scandals in developing countries has led 
to changes in governmental regulations and big brands are demanding full 
track and traceability, so their reputation is not adversely affected during 
recalls. Increasingly, manufacturers are insisting that pallet label printers 
communicate with their WES systems, with large players switching to 
automated pallet labeling.

Automated coding systems bolstered with scanners and/or cameras ensure 
that the right label is printed onto the right group of contents as the systems 
will flash up warnings and not release pallets into stock until any issues have 
been addressed. Indeed, information systems, such as Markem-Imaje’s CoLOS, 

https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/gs1-128
https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/gs1-128
https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/gs1-128
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communicate with production equipment, like PLCs and weigh stations, alerting workers if the pallet content is over- or under-
weight. Furthermore, if pallets are rejected due to poor code quality, such systems can arrange to re-apply another label until the 
correct quality is achieved. Manufacturers can thus have confidence that 100% of their pallets are going out with accurate labels and 
readable barcodes.

Automation also ensures easy integration with manufacturer ERP and WMS systems so that companies can more accurately and 
easily know, in real-time, exactly what has been produced and where it has been sent. 

Additionally, automated pallet labeling also speeds up stock movement from the production site to the warehouse and third-party 
logistics providers. In a manual system it can take up to 2 hours before produced stock can be released into inventory as there is 
considerable manual processing required to consolidate the data. 

With automation, this can be reduced to only 15 minutes. This means less space is necessary in production areas as there are fewer 
pallets waiting for processing. Additionally, forklift driver usage is optimized, with fewer workers needed. 

One large soft drink customer was so impressed by how much tidier and more efficient their production area was post-automated 
coding implementation, they wrote Markem-Imaje to say how surprised and happy they were and rolled it out to many other sites.

3.3.2 Factors to consider when choosing an automated pallet system

It is important the system can handle exceptions. At the end of the palletizing, there can be a partial pallet of only a few cases which, 
unless the label position is in a suitable place, means the last pallet needs to be manually coded. Without an appropriate backstop, 
the traceability chain can break as it relies on the human to ensure the printed label is correct and that the partial pallet’s data is 
properly aggregated with the rest of the back-office data.

In such situations, a system like CoLOS will receive information from the PLC that a partial pallet is coming. CoLOS will tell the 
equipment not to apply an automated label. Upon receiving an alert, the operator asks CoLOS to print a label on a desktop printer 
and manually applies it to the pallet. The worker then scans the barcode for CoLOS to confirm it is ok. Assuming all is correct, CoLOS 
releases the pallet into stock and adds the partial pallet data to the rest of the items already recorded.

When selecting and using such software systems, it is also important to minimize initial system integration and ongoing operational 
issues. This is achieved by picking one which is well-proven and easily configurable without the need to do development work each 
time. 

Unlike Markem-Imaje, who has supplied both the hardware and software in a one-stop-shop across 17,000 installations, all other 
providers use a patchwork of multi-vendor components. The latter increases risk along with direct and indirect costs. At the same 
time, it lessens accountability. When things go wrong, which they typically do with elements not explicitly designed to work with 
each other from Day 1, each side blames the other leaving the manufacturer in the middle.
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3.4 Code integrity

Having the correct code which is present and easily readable on the right material is a crucial part of all packaging as it helps ensure 
traceability among many other benefits. However, as explained earlier, coding complexity in beverages is significant with considerable 
scope for human error (e.g., wrong ink or expiry date). The former can be minimized through solutions such as smart consumables 
while the latter can be addressed by using an information system to oversee and automate message design and printer setups. 

In addition to preventing problems from happening the first place, it is also advisable to check that the output produced has, in fact, 
been coded correctly. 

3.4.1 Consumer unit code verification

A manufacturer’s ultimate goal is for all its products to 
leave the packaging line with perfect codes. Today’s optical 
character recognition (OCR) systems, such as CoLOS Mark 
& Read with a fully integrated Cognex camera, can help 
by confirming that every printed code is present, readable 
and/or valid.  

However, full code verification may not always be practical 
in this industry. Environmental factors, like moisture and 
high speeds, can interfere, making cost-benefit trade-offs 
necessary. This is true even with OCR systems featuring 
advanced tools and algorithms to overcome adverse 
conditions. Beverage manufacturers need to decide what 
pass rate is acceptable, weighing up the cost of product 
rework, versus recalls and fines, if an improperly coded 
product enters the market.

−  For example, a drop of water on a PET bottle can cause 
an OCR rejection, despite the code being correct and 
perfectly readable to the human eye. At 42,000 bottles 
per hour, a 1% rejection rate could result in over 2 
million bottles needing operators to visually check whether the code is actually faulty, adding extra processing costs of nearly half 
a million dollars. (420,000 bottles/hr x 6,000 production hours x 0.85 overall equipment effectiveness x 0.01% rejection rate x 
$0.2 filled bottle cost). 

So how then can beverage companies have confidence their code accuracy is reasonably accurate in fast throughput situations? It 
depends on a variety of factors but, in general terms, if the above calculations result in too many rejects to check cost-effectively, 
partial verification may be sufficient. 

Manufacturers can use cameras to count consecutive failures and only send an alarm when a consecutive preset number have been 
reached (e.g., 10 bad inspections in a row). 

It is also possible to check that the code structures are fundamentally correct, as opposed to verifying the entire code in detail − a 
“pass/fail” based on the character count expected within a given time frame, or measuring the contrast between the printed code 
and the background.

Markem-Imaje’s CoLOS information management system can teach its Mark & Read application to only check basic data, such as 
number of characters expected (e.g., 8), using only one software suite for both coder and camera. Anything with fewer characters 
would be rejected. While the actual characters themselves would not be checked, if CoLOS has been used to automate the message 
design and set-up etc., then the system would already have ensured they are the right 8 characters so manufacturers can have high 
confidence in the code detail too.

Alternatively, for laser marking applications an infrared sensor can be mounted near the laser printhead to check things at an even 
more basic level: code presence and length. In some situations, this may be enough, particularly if using a system like CoLOS to pre-
populate the message. Here, the sensor confirms there has been a mark on the container by the laser. The sensor also knows how 
long each mark should take, e.g. 50 milliseconds. So, if the coding takes anything less, then the container will be rejected.
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3.4.2 Packaging material verification

Likewise, software exists to check that the pre-printed packaging materials are correct for every individual product being made. For 
example, it is not uncommon for a pre-printed product label from a previous production run to have gotten stuck – unobserved – in 
the label applicator machine; it could thus end up being applied on the next product going through the line. Also, some of the labels 
might be inside out due to a mistake at the factory from which they came or through a handling mishap. Another common mistake 
is to load labels that have artwork for a different product.

By having a barcode scanner at the entrance of the packer linked to an appropriate software system, such as CoLOS Packaging 
Integrity, manufacturers can check that the UPC on the packaging is correct and that the 2D data matrix code showing that the 
packaging with the right artwork is being used. The latter is important as often the same UPC code is used for packaging with 
different artwork, e.g., normal versus promotional. This is can be done at all levels: on labels, PET caps, crown corks or cartons/packs.

3.4.3 Case, pack, carton or pallet code verification

Barcode scanners can confirm the precise data on each secondary or tertiary unit is correct. More information on this can be found  
in Markem-Imaje’s white paper Is the GS1-128 barcode on course to become the preferred standard for retail grocery and  
foodservice packaging? 31

1

Pallet Tracking
Track pallets seamlessly 6 Your challenges:

§ Cutting cost and risk from manual labeling 
and avoiding stock build up in production 
areas

§ Tracking pallets through the supply chain

Our solution:

§ Automates pallet labeling and establishes 
unique, GS1-compliant pallet identities thus:

§ Minimizing mistakes
§ Allowing stock to enter inventory faster
§ Improving inventory data management
§ Enabling better targeted recalls

https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/gs1-128
https://www.markem-imaje.com/industries/solutions/gs1-128
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The preceding sections have described how choosing the right pieces of equipment 
and software can not only increase production efficiency while reducing coding and 
printing-related waste, but can also protect brands by ensuring coding integrity and 
making recalls easier to execute. Here we look further into increasing productivity 
through better line integration and more complete automation.

4.1 Line integration

End users and OEMs seek easy-to-install, cost-effective solutions. Key elements are:

•  Location: Where does the coder need to sit e.g., mounted vertically or on a 
tabletop? For P&A flexible mounting positions might be required.

• Size: How tight is the space?

•  Ingress Protection: What rating is needed to ensure the coder will last a long time 
within the specific production environment and is this level offered as standard or 
for an extra cost?

It is important that lines are set up and managed in consultation with experienced 
coder suppliers who can advise on all these factors. Such vendors thoroughly 
understand the impact of positioning given line speed requirements and product 
pitch, line control, material handling and surface challenges etc., at each stage of 
production. As a result, they can advise early on and throughout the development 
process where it would be best to slow down/speed up the line or adjust the pitch to 
maximize throughput at optimal quality.

4.2 Lights-out manufacturing / dark factories

A relatively new manufacturing model is emerging from companies who have already 
maximized their productivity and quality via wide-scale, efficient integration and 
adoption of continuous improvement processes, e.g., Lean Six Sigma. 

For them, the only way to achieve any further improvements is to virtually eliminate 
the human operator. Here manufacturing is as automated as possible. Companies refer 
to this as ‘lights-out’ manufacturing or running ‘dark’ factories. They are so named 
because at night the plants typically run without any illumination. Lights only go on if 
there is a breakdown requiring human intervention at which point only the lights en 
route to the problem area are turned on. 

Most operations of this type are found in Japan as manufacturers there have been 
doing quality improvement practices for two decades longer than everyone else.

Lights-out manufacturing is not a cost-saving initiative as the general level of overall 
automation required is expensive. Dark factories are about maximizing productivity 
and quality in high throughput environments, such as soft drink and beer lines, where 
the extra volume and quality more than offset the additional cost. 

Running a dark factory requires three things from a coding perspective. 

First, wherever possible, consumable usage must be eliminated altogether by using 
laser coding. 

Chapter 4 

Productivity
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Second, where this technology is not suitable for reasons explained elsewhere, the consumable 
must have minimal impact. This means choosing consumables which can be added while the 
line is running such as Markem-Imaje’s patented 40 hot melt wax inks which are typically used in 
secondary packaging (trays, shrink wrap, cardboard packs). Liquid alternatives are not advisable 
as they can easily spill and disrupt processes, not to mention being more prone to bleeding on 
packaging surfaces resulting in poor quality codes and rework. 

Where P&A is the only, or preferred, option over hot melt, such as with pallets, companies should 
seek 0% downtime solutions (e.g. tandem printers where one works while the other is being 
replenished), or at least set-ups which minimize the frequency and length of changeovers. 

Labels and ribbons should be of a matched length, as is the case with Markem-Imaje consumables. 
This means both can be changed at the same time, avoiding the need to shut down the line to 
replace one and then the other, or to only shut down once and throw away unused stock from the 
longer item. Additionally, the longest suitable roll length should be chosen. For example, Markem-
Imaje’s roll length of 660 meters (m), versus the industry standard of 450 m, has been shown to 
reduce stoppages by up to 45%. 

And, roll length aside, the labels should be capable of being fed via the wide edge as this will 
deliver more labels for a given roll length. For example, consider a 2 x 4-inch label. A narrow-
leading label provides one label every four inches (101.6 mm), plus the small gap between labels. 
Wide-edge leading labels give you almost twice as many labels – one label every two inches 
– resulting in fewer changeovers as lines can run twice as long before the consumable needs 
changing. (Markem-Imaje labels can be fed via either the narrow or wide edge). Finally, it must be 
quick and easy to change the consumable, such as with Markem-Imaje’s P&A solutions which can 
be changed within 40 seconds – the fastest option on the market.

Thirdly, wherever possible, potential issues (e.g., unexpected maintenance) should be pre-empted and any solution chosen must 
be able to self-check to ensure everything is as it should be. To that end, Markem-Imaje advocates a preventative approach for 
minimizing problems with primary unit coding. See table below. 

Code checking on high-speed lines in a dark factory is challenging. As explained in the section on Code Integrity (page 32), there is a 
trade-off between the depth of code checking and line speed. However, if a laser coder is used as per B in the table below, and the 
laser is positioned optimally as per C, then the vast majority of coding issues are removed. A verification system is probably not even 
required. 

−  Through an information management system like CoLOS, the code content is known to be correct and, given the bottle/can 
will not move − thanks to its position within the process − it is impossible for the laser to miss the bottle (the only other thing 
which could go wrong). That said, many manufacturers prefer the extra reassurance of having the code checked, in which case 
the infrared sensor described on page 32 can be used to check code presence, for a cost-efficient option. Alternatively, camera 
systems can be used for a more in-depth verification but at the cost of a higher false rejection rate.

Pre-empting coding issues with a preventative approach 

Potential problem Ways to minimize or eliminate risk

A. Incorrect code information Remove the data input element by fully automating it with an information management system that 
oversees changeovers. For example, the CoLOS Data Management module links fields on message designs 
to those in ERP production orders and can automatically populate messages with the right SKU data for the 
production orders in progress.

B. Clogged ink delivering poor markings Use laser coding. 

C. Bottles/cans shifting out of position 
meaning codes are missed or 
incomplete

To prevent issues from units moving on the conveyor, e.g. because the container has touched a lateral 
guide, install the coder in the most optimum location, with proper maintenance on conveyor and guides. 

For PET lines this means integrating the laser either:

− On transfer wheels of blow-fill machines, between blowing and filling. 

− On the output wheel of blow moulders (‘bottle starwheel’).

Both options ensure a correct position of the bottle when printing, but also give the additional benefit of 
saving energy and/or improving coding quality, as bottles are naturally dry at this stage.

Hot melt inks maximize efficiency

Long, matched length labels and 
ribbons minimize downtime
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Top line growth Coding technologies can also help improve top line sales figures by helping to facilitate 
late stage customization, making some forms of consumer promotions more efficient 
to execute and helping to fight counterfeiting.

5.1 Late stage customization

5.1.1 Primary packaging: consumer units

The beverage industry is increasingly looking for solutions to customize consumer 
units on the line at the latest possible stage for branding reasons to drive top-line 
growth. A recent example is Coca-Cola printing bottles with various names as part of 
the company’s ‘Share a Coke’ campaign. Other examples include seasonal promotions 
such as Christmas, Têt or Aïd-el-Kebir as well as large sporting events such the World 
Cup or Olympics. The example below shows a craft beer company, Exhibit A, adding a 
slogan to its cans.

Such customization can also be used with less promotionally-minded applications. 
Some manufacturers now seek to late stage customize 2D information on packaging 
with data related to product traceability requirements, ingredients and regulatory 
differences across geographies. For example, Vermont legislators passed a law 
requiring that by 1 July 2016 products sold there needed to indicate whether their 
product contained any genetically modified ingredients or face penalties of 1,000 
USD per day, per product.36 And, while this law is no longer in force, it is highly likely 
that over time similar initiatives will come into effect either in the US or worldwide as 
consumer sentiment on issues such as this is very strong.

There are three ways of achieving late stage customization:

1.  Printing directly on the can or bottle. Costs vary depending on the surface and 
throughput is normally limited up to 36,000 containers per hour 

2.  Preprinted bottle labels with a blank space to print the desired information: 
promotion, event, flavor of the month etc.

3.  Digital press to print labels offline and to rewind them before applying online

The most widely used method today is option 3. Currently manufacturers place 
an order with their flexible film supplier for a specific quantity of the desired 
promotional material. This is printed in advance by the film supplier and delivered to 
the manufacturer who then puts the film onto the bottles. This requires the supplier 
to ‘guesstimate’ in advance the quantities required, based on historical data and the 
predicted sales. Or, in the case of the Vermont example provided above, to preprint 
specific packaging for the Vermont market.

However, it is quite common to overshoot the forecast and have excess material 
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which then must be thrown away. This is expensive and not environmentally friendly. 
Undershooting is also problematic as it puts significant extra pressure on the film 
manufacturer to make more which drives up cost and can lead to delays, depending 
on the capacity situation. 

Under option 2 and 3, manufacturers can use equipment, such as Markem-Imaje’s 
CSAT digital printer, and only need to order their standard film, fully branded but as 
generic as possible, with a blank marking window to be filled in later. CSAT can then 
mark the film off the production line BUT still within the manufacturing area. The 
newly marked film can be taken to the production line for the high-speed labeler to 
wrap the film around the container. 

This option means manufacturers can order bulk quantities of their standard film and 
mark it up with the desired messaging in line with actual market demand so saving 
cost and eliminating waste.

5.1.2 Secondary packaging: cases, packs, cartons

For similar reasons, the industry is looking for ways to code secondary packaging in this 
manner e.g., beer packs in cardboard and water in plastic wrap. However, there are 
additional areas of desired late stage customization such as format information.

Through late stage customization manufacturers can rationalize their secondary 
packaging stock. For example, they can standardize down to 5 or so common 
corrugate case sizes pre-printed by the packaging supplier with a certain base level of 
information but leaving space on the carton for variable data to be included such as 
type (e.g. reduced sugar versus regular, size, barcode etc.). 

This improves flexibility and costs. Manufacturers can buy fewer items in bigger 
quantities. Storage is easier as there are fewer types of packaging. There is also less 
risk of being affected by supplier out-of-stocks or delays as larger safety stocks can be 
more easily accommodated.

Here there are more options for late stage customization in the form of laser and 
inkjet solutions, both CIJ and DOD piezo. The application chosen depends on the 
material and the desired quality level in terms of brand look and feel as well as the type 
of barcode needed. As explained in pages 28-30, the increasingly popular GS1-128 
demanded by retailers and food service companies, has stringent quality standards 
meaning not all options are feasible.

It is also advisable to have an information management system which can oversee and 
check the correct information is printed on the case.

5.2 Promotional coding

Beverage companies seek to develop closer relationships with end-consumers as this 
enables brands to gather precious marketing information about their consumers’ 
behavior. One way to achieve this is to run promotional campaigns which use the 
packaging as a vehicle for the promotion. Printing a unique code onto each package 
means this code be used as a proof of purchase by the consumer when accessing the 
brand web portal to get rewards, win prizes and earn loyalty points etc., enabling the 
manufacturer to gain insights into that specific product’s retail journey.

Printing these codes onto individual items at high speeds can be challenging. 
Companies have typically used high-end, real-time controllers with hardware and 
software for this purpose, sending the codes one by one to the printer. Given the 
expense and inflexibility of this set-up, it is not easy to roll out this solution to all 
production lines to support the growing demands from brands to run promotional 
campaigns on a permanent basis. 

Markem-Imaje, however, has developed a more cost-efficient and flexible way of 

A personal touch
Craft beer is booming in the 
US. Exhibit ‘A’, a newcomer 
in 2016, has seen its growth 
more than double. Winner 
of 2017 ‘Best New Brewer’ by 
RateBeercom, it produces 4 
core beers and limited releases 
virtually every week. At any 
given time, a range of about 13 
different beers are made and 
sent around Massachusetts and 
nearby states. 

The care taken in its beer 
extends from the brewing to 
its equipment. This includes 
a Markem-Imaje 9450 inkjet 
printer on the canning line, 
which prints a date on the 
bottom collar of every can, 
despite no legal requirement. 
“We preach freshness in our 
beer and our ingredients, and 
having the date on the can 
is vital”, explains Matthew 
Steinberg, co-founder and head 
brewer.

The 9450 handles upside-down 
printing in wet environments 
and hot or cold conditions, at 
speeds that can scale up with 
the company. It also allows a 
personalized message to be 
added to each can.

“We can customize messages 
on the fly, to thank retailers, 
mark events – for example, on 
the day Aretha Franklin died, we 
put ‘Queen of Soul’ on the can. 
It’s a way of communicating 
with customers.”
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executing such promotional coding campaigns. Its CoLOS® information management system calls up files with the unique codes 
from the beverage company’s central severs and then sends them by batch, e.g. 300 codes at a time, into the printer queue. When 
the queue decreases to a predefined value, e.g. 50 codes, the printer then sends a signal to CoLOS to release the next batch of 
codes. 

The data communication delays which, under the other scenario required costly real-time controllers, are eliminated in this buffered 
system where the real-time element is now handled at the printer level. Any codes queued but unused, e.g. due to a line disruption 
or at the end of a batch, are destroyed by CoLOS to ensure there is no accidental reuse.

This functionality is not only more cost-efficient, it is also easier to install, increases flexibility and can be applied to very high-speed 
applications. It is a standard, optional module which can be added to any CoLOS system and it can be used with any number of 
Markem-Imaje printers, only limited by the solution architecture that defines the speed of the application. 

With this solution, promotional coding can be run on many more lines than is currently the norm. This makes it easier for more 
manufacturers to meet the current industry trend towards running permanent campaigns in order to obtain consumer data for 
further marketing purposes as opposed to short, one-off promotions.

Additionally, CoLOS generates a log containing the list of codes that have been actually been printed. The manufacturer can then 
feed this information into the cloud-based database where it can be used as a reference against the codes entered by the consumer 
on the brand’s website. 

Printing over 1,000,000 
unique codes without 
costly, customized 
solutions and no 
mistakes
Gruppo Sada is an Italian manufacturer 
specializing in corrugated cardboard 
and shelf-ready packaging and making 
185 million m2 of product per year. 
It was also awarded the “Industry 4.0 
printer of the year” prize at the 2018 
Oscar della Stampa.

The challenge

Gruppo Sada’s customer, Birra Peroni, 
needed promotional coding on their 
cardboard boxes for a contest. To that 
end, Gruppo Sadda wanted to print 
and ensure conformity of random 
alphanumeric codes, drawn from a text 
format file, on the inside of cardboard 
cartons without modifying their 
company software. 

The solution also needed to be 
compatible with the cardboard 
production line at their Pontecagnano 
(SA) plant and be able to code 7,000 
cartons per hour at nearly 3 meters per 
second.

“The contest was truly a challenge. 
Normally, contests are displayed on 
clusters or labels. In this case, it was 
different. Instead, we needed to work 

on the secondary packaging and apply 
the codes simultaneously and in parallel 
on several boxes,” explains Valentina 
Sada, Marketing & Communication 
Manager, Gruppo Sada.

“For a prize giveaway, it is crucial we 
have a partner who can guarantee 
maximum security in the management 
of variable data,” adds Francesco Galdi, 
head of Gruppo Sada’s IT division.

The solution

Five 9450 inkjet printers, installed 
in parallel, made it possible to print 
random, non-sequential, alphanumeric 
codes 3 to 10 mm high with a print 
string up to 80 mm long.  

CoLOS Promotional Coding software 
enabled the data to be channeled 

to Sada’s client software, which 
managed the coding, in parallel and 
simultaneously, on the five rows of 
cartons disposed on the same line. 

“Markem-Imaje’s pre-sales engineer’s 
input was essential for this operation. 
He was able to get the software 
programs to talk to one another 
precisely and efficiently,” observes 
Galdi,“ensuring that CoLOS would be 
compatible with all our equipment, 
even on the other lines. CoLOS allowed 
us to move away from previously 
used non-standard solutions which 
generated serious issues linked to 
duplicate codes printed during 
production.”

 “Together with Gruppo Sada, we won 
the challenge by printing over 1 million 
codes for Birra Peroni. Not one single 
error occurred thanks to the interfacing 
of our CoLOS Promotional Coding 
program with their company software,” 
concludes Andrea Celentano, Strategic 
Account Manager at Markem-Imaje.
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5.3 Anti-diversion and anti-counterfeiting 

There can often be significant price differentials between rural and city locations or different channels within the same area, e.g. 
grocery versus foodservice. To discourage companies from buying items in low-priced areas or channels and then selling them 
where they can achieve a higher markup, some manufacturers are coding products for each geography or channel differently. If 
discrepancies are found through periodic checking, enforcement action can be taken backed by evidence of malpractice.

Diversion aside, the beverage industry is attractive to criminals as it is a large market with brand loyal consumers, many of whom 
are looking for a good price, particularly when household budgets are stretched. For example, according to a 2016 McKinsey Global 
Consumer Sentiment Survey, 53% of South Americans will only buy their favorite brands if they are on sale at the right price.37

Food and beverage counterfeiting are such big issues that Europol and INTERPOL have been running joint annual ‘Operation Opson’ 
campaigns since 2011 to address this. Opson I started with only 10 mostly European countries. By Opson VII – run from December 
2017 to March 2018 – it had grown to include 67 countries.38 During this operation, 3,620 tons and 9.7 million liters of counterfeit 
and substandard products were seized following 41,000 checks at shops, markets, airports, seaports and industrial estates.38 
Counterfeit alcohol was, and has historically been, the most seized product.38 It is estimated that up to 70% of all wine sold in China 
is counterfeit.37

Corruption of packaging and products mean threats to consumer health along with significant financial and reputational losses for 
brands. Unscrupulous suppliers may delete and reprint expiry dates to extend the shelf life, thereby affecting taste and/or safety. Fake 
alcohol can even cause blindness and death, as evidenced by 72 people dying in Russia in 2017 from drinking counterfeit vodka.37

5.3.1 Coding solutions: inkjet and laser

Solutions used to address these risks should provide a simple visual check for the consumer, or 
operator quality control, along with a unique ID with an anti-infringement code on the lid and body 
of each primary unit. Markem-Imaje helps manufacturers by having its CoLOS software generate 
real-time variable codes, time-stamped if desired.

Positioning of the code itself varies. To avoid interfering with brand look and feel, in PET situations 
the code is typically recommended on the tamper-proof ring for permanence and on the top of 
crown corks. On cans it tends to be on the bottom of each container. 

5.3.2 Laser

Laser printers produce permanent codes by etching them into material surfaces. However, as 
explained earlier, there are limitations as to where laser coding can be used e.g, the laser may not 
work with some plastics unless additives are added to enhance the plastic’s reactivity to the laser.

5.3.3 Continuous inkjet (CIJ)

As explained previously, a wider range of surfaces can be coded with CIJ, whatever the surface color. However, while regular, good 
quality CIJ inks will deliver the required adhesion for a product’s lifecycle, with enough effort most of these “semi-permanent” CIJ 
codes can be removed by an infringer. 

5.3.3.1 Exclusive options from Markem-Imaje to combat product counterfeiting and diversion   
Unique among major coding suppliers, Markem-Imaje offers a truly permanent CIJ ink for Tetra Pak® which remains visible to the eye, 
even after significant removal attempts.

Also exclusive to Markem-Imaje, is a special CIJ ink which only appears to have been eliminated. The residues of codes made with 
this ink remain on the container but are invisible unless exposed to UV light. Manufacturers can use this permanent UV-visible code 
to prove infringement by showing that a new code has been added.  It can be used with other coding options, depending on the 
situation e.g., used on the cap of a PET bottle coded with laser, or in conjunction with a regular “semi-permanent” CIJ code.

Anti-infringement code 

04054

04054

21/02/2022
1274CD12:38

Real-time, matching and unique bottle 
ID numbers are recommended on the 
cap and body.

Markem-Imaje’s unique 
anti-infringement ink fools 
infringers into thinking 
they have erased the 
original information but 
tampering is revealed 
under UV light. 

Permanent 
(UV-visible)  
CIJ coding

Permanent 
(UV-visible)  
CIJ coding

Permanent 
laser coding

Semi-
permanent 
CIJ coding
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CONCLUSION

AUTHORS

As discussed in this white paper, whether you are an OEM or a beverage manufacturer, careful vendor and 
equipment selection makes it possible to successfully navigate the industry’s many challenges. The right 
choice can remove most coding-related causes of product rework and rejection while maximizing throughput, 
profitability and traceability. 

For example, to avoid printers being incorrectly set up during changeovers, information management systems 
such as CoLOS from Markem-Imaje, exist to minimize operator input and scope for human error. Technology-
specific options can be used such as aiming laser diodes. 

Likewise, sub-optimal handling of bottles, cans etc., which results in missed prints, can be addressed by 
optimizing coder integration within the production line and/or using pre-set stand accessories to help quickly 
and accurately move coders when changing bottle heights and widths.

Incorrect consumable usage can be minimized by changing technology, e.g. from inkjet to laser coding.  
Or, where this is not possible or desired, manufacturers can use a multi-purpose ink and/or one with smart 
technology which can block the wrong ink from being used in the wrong printer.

For maximum efficiency and traceability, it is advisable to use one experienced supplier who can code across 
many surfaces at unit, case and pallet packaging levels and provide a seamlessly integrated information 
management system with minimum integration risks.

Such a supplier can automate much of the coding process and ensure real-time information exchange 
between all production and back-office systems, vastly reducing scope for operator error and achieving 
detailed stock visibility.  And, where human input is still required, with user-interfaces similar across a single 
vendor’s technologies the likelihood of errors is minimized.

Other benefits from dealing solely with one company include making consumable purchasing, maintenance 
and invoicing easier and more cost-effective.

We encourage feedback. If you would like to discuss any of the topics raised in this white paper, please contact 
us using the details provided on the back cover.
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APPENDIX 1

Coding technologies

APPENDIX 2
High level overview of Markem-Imaje inks targeting the beverage industry

One ink for all products: Gain time and minimize mistakes by printing with one single black ink. Available on the 9450 Series, MB243 is quick drying and has high 
adhesion properties regardless of container type: cans, glass and PET bottles, pouches, liquid bricks, etc.

Washable quick drying black ink for metal and RefPET: Available on the 9450 S, the MB107 is a quick-drying black ink dedicated to returnable metal and RefPET 
(refillable PET) beverage containers. It offers a washable qualitative code, cost control and ensures operator safety.

Permanent coding on Tetra Pak®: Available on the 9450 Series, the MB248 is especially designed for liquid cartons. It provides an unerasable code with superior 
readability. Unique among major coding suppliers.

Permanent (UV-visible) anti-infringement ink: Available on the 9450 Series, the 9283’s ink residues will remain visible under a UV light, even after a code is 
compromised by an infringer. Unique among major coding suppliers.

Orange contrasted code: Available on the 9450 Sc, the MB286 ink is a high contrast ink that can be used on packaging types including PE caps, returnable glass 
bottles, shrink-wrap film and PE crates. A unique color option among major coding suppliers.

White contrasted code: Available on the 9450 Sc, the MW470 is ideal for demanding adhesion needs on all container types. It has been specifically developed for 
dark glass materials including returnable glass subject to pasteurization and water immersion.

Yellow contrasted code: Available on the 9450 Sc, the MC285 ink is ideal for contrast coding on dark glass bottles or metal caps in the brewery sector. It has high 
adhesion properties on dry materials.

Operator- and environment-friendly: Available on the 9450 S, the black FB234 MEK-free ink has been specifically developed for returnable plastic applications. It is 
competitively priced, offers operator safety and is fully compliant with major regulations.

Continuous inkjet (CIJ) 

A high-pressure pump directs liquid ink through to a nozzle which creates a 
continuous stream of ink droplets generating letters, numbers or symbols made 
up of tiny dots. There is no contact between the printer and product. So long as 
the object moves in a straight line, the printhead can print on anything regardless 
of material type or shape, provided a suitable ink is chosen to deliver the desired 
adhesion and contrast. This versatile technology allows very consistent, high 
speed printing, as in Markem-Imaje’s 9450 S printer with its smart consumable 
ink cartridges which optimize total cost of ownership while minimizing mess and 
operator error.

Drop-on-demand piezo inkjet (DOD piezo)

By using piezo-electric elements, hundreds of nozzles per inch print high 
resolution text, barcodes, and logos. DOD Piezo, as in Markem-Imaje’s 5000 
Series which uses Touch Dry hot melt wax-based inks, is the simplest and most 
cost-efficient option for high resolution contact-free marking on cases, cartons 
and non-porous surfaces such as plastic films. The 5000 Series is available with 
1-4 printheads, each 65mm high. This technology can also be referred to as large 
character inkjet (LCIJ) or high resolution inkjet.  

Thermal inkjet (TIJ)

By almost instantaneously heating the ink, precise bubbles form, pushing out 
ink droplets to create text, barcodes and logos. There is no printhead to replace 
as the printing element is part of the ink cartridge or “pen” but there are print 
height/quality trade-offs versus other options. An example is Markem-Imaje’s  
1000 Series.

Laser coding

Laser marking, such as with the SmartLase C350 or F500, produces crisp, high-
quality characters onto a wide range of surfaces by having a laser beam pass 
over a surface − known as scribing − and etching the code indelibly onto the 
surface. This technology reduces operating expenses by eliminating ink from the 
manufacturing process leading to its increasing popularity eg. fiber laser on steel/
aluminium cans or CO2 on PET bottles.

Thermal transfer overprinting (TTO)

Thermal transfer overprinting is a digital method of printing developed to be able 
to print directly onto a flexible packaging film or self-adhesive labels. A clear code 
is printed onto the package by melting a coating of ribbon, which is glued onto 
the particular material, as with the SmartDate® X45 and X65 printers. This is in 
contrast to direct thermal printing where no ribbon is used.

Valvejet

By using low resolution valves, 7 or 16 dot characters may be printed on one or 
two lines. Only text and logos may be printed, on cartons or on shrink wrap film.  
An example is Markem-Imaje’s 4000 Series. It is sometimes called DOD-Valve.

Print & apply (P&A)

Here, content is printed onto a label by melting a coating of a ribbon onto it. 
The label is then applied to a wide range of surfaces such as cardboard boxes, 
shrink-wrapped trays and bundles or pallet surfaces. An example is the 2200 
Series, which has features shown to eliminate up to 6 days of downtime and 
interchangeable applicators making it compatible with many applications. 
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